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Lodging Faci ities

After reading and studying this chapter, you should be able to:

Define the term product line as used in lodging operations.

List and discuss the three elements in the service product line of a

lodging enterprise.

Name the activities common to all front office operations that must

be taken into account in their layout and design.

Identify by name and size eight types of beds commonly used in

lodging properties.

Provide the size range in square feet for each of the following:

sub—budget motel room; budget motel room; commercial

hotel/motel room; luxury motel room; hotel junior suite; hotel

standard suite; suite in an a|l—suite property.

Compare and contrast the size and furnishings of a budget motel

room with those of a luxury hotel.

List and discuss ten engineering systems found in lodging facilities.

Distinguish between centralized and decentralized air conditioning

systems.
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9 List four possible sources of water for lodging operations having no

access to a public water supply.

‘I0 Identify the principal components of a fire safety system.

11 List and describe four common types of energy control systems.

 
The previous chapter was devoted to examining the size and scope of

the lodging industry. We identified characteristic types of lodging estab-
lishments and discussed three classification systems. In addition, we

identified several rate plans that include food and described two rating

systems used for lodging properties. With that as background, we now
turn to the subject of lodging facilities. I

As indicated in the previous chapter, lodging establishments may

offer any number of different services to guests. Some lodging opera-

tions offer very few—simple guest houses having only rooms with a

bath down the hall, for example. Others present a full range——elegant

luxury hotels, for example, offering twenty—four-hour service, laundry

and valet services, concierge service, twenty—four-hour maid service,

secretarial services, hairstylists, and many other services.

Lodging establishments also vary greatly in size and in target clien-

tele. The simple guest house may have only one or two rooms to rent,

whereas the large, complex hotel may have over three thousand rooms.

Similarly, some lodging operations cater to business travelers while
others specialize in convention business. Still others offer permanent

- accommodations to those who consider the hotel their home while

some provide temporary accommodations to people on vacation.

It should be apparent from the broad range of possibilities for ser-

vice, size, and target clientele that lodging facilities differ considerably

from one another. For example, compare a resort property to a city
hotel. The resort is likely to provide recreational activities—golf, ten-

nis, and swimming, for example—requiring specialized facilities and

equipment. In contrast, the city hotel might offer specialized services

to appeal to high—level business executives—in-room computers and
fax machines on each floor, possibly—requiring different kinds of spe-

cialized facilities and equipment. While there are obvious differences

between these two—and between any two different types of lodging

properties—there are a number of important similarities. All lodging

properties provide accommodations for guests, and all provide some

services, although the services may be very limited in some properties.
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As we will see, however, the points of similarity are of far greater

importance than the many apparent differences.

As we proceed with a discussion of lodging facilities, it is impor-

tant to remember that the typical lodging facility is likely to be far

more complex than the typical food and beverage facility. In addition,

the amount of money and the length of time required to plan and open

a food and beverage operation is far less than that needed to plan and

open a lodging operation. These realities clearly help to explain why

comparatively few people develop their own commercial lodging oper-

ations. Most are planned and developed by corporations.

Prior to a discussion of lodging facilities, it is necessary to address

three key topics that are fundamental to the layout and design of a

lodging facility.

1. Concept

2. Legal requirements (local, state, and national)
3. Product line

These are the same l<ey topics that were addressed before the dis-
cussion of foodservice facilities in chapter 5. However, while the topic

areas are the same, the details differ considerably.

 Est‘

Every lodging operation is (or should be) established around a con-

cept—an imaginative, unifying idea of the operation that serves as the

"focus for the people, energies, and other resources required to convert

the idea into reality. This concept originates with the person or com-

pany that will own the property, or with some other person or firm that

develops the property on commission.

We will begin with one fairly obvious element of this concept: the

type of lodging operation to be developed. The person or company

responsible for the concept has in mind some idea of the type or types

of lodging operations that might be developed—motel, convention

hotel, resort hotel, or some other. A new property is likely to resemble

one of the various characteristic types discussed in chapter 7 or some
combination of those.

Those responsible for the concept must clearly understand the

nature of the hospitality service products to be offered in the lodging

operation they are developing. '
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The laws and regulations—federal, state, and local—that an owner

faces in operating a lodging facility must be taken into account. Build-

ing codes, fire codes, health codes, zoning regulations, environmental

regulations, and licensing requirements are among the most common.

Each of these provides specific direction for an owner in planning,

designing, and operating a lodging enterprise.

Laws and regulations vary considerably from one state to another

and even from city to city within a given state. For example, zoning

regulations in some areas limit the‘ height of new buildings con-
structed in the area. Plans for a facility that fail to comply with these

regulations will not receive approval from local authorities. Conse-

quently, it would be impossible to obtain a building permit until archi-
tects and engineers had redesigned the building to comply with the

regulations. This is just one example of the many possibilities.

Before proceeding with plans for lodging facilities, owners lacking

full knowledge of the laws and regulations that apply in given locales

must have advice from lawyers, architects, engineers, professional

lodging consultants, and others with the necessary expertise. Failure to
take these details into account can lead to costly errors.

 
As indicated in chapter 5, the term product line is used in marketing

to refer to a group of products with similar characteristics. We will
borrow the term from marketing once again and use it to mean the

service products that a lodging operator intends to offer based on the

concept developed for the establishment. For example, if one intends
to operate a budget motel, the service products will be significantly
different from those offered by a developer who intends to operate a

luxury resort. Each lodging establishment offers its own distinct

product line.

The hospitality service product line offered by lodging operations
has three elements.

1. Accommodations

2. Services

3. Ambiance
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Accommodations

Lodging establishments offer accommodations—the most basic ele-

ment in their service product line. This accommodations element con-

sists of all the accommodations that will be offered to the public. The

accommodations are the specific rooms, suites, or other facilities to

which guests are assigned. All of these, taken together, are defined as

the accommodations element in the service product line.

Many lodging operations offer specialized accommodations.

Some, for example, feature only one type, such as suites. Any number

of specialized accommodations can be found in the lodging industry

today. Two of the characteristic types of properties discussed in the

previous chapter offer good examples: budget motels and residential

hotels. In contrast, other lodging operations offer a broader range of

accommodations, which may consist of both rooms and suites of vary-

ing sizes and types.

Services

The second basic element in the hospitality service product line offered

in a lodging enterprise is the service available to guests. This element

is defined as all the services the operator intends to offer. Again, the

type of establishment will strongly influence the nature and extent of

the services offered. Housekeeping service is the basic service offered

by transient hotels, motels, and similar lodging enterprises. Other

common services include security, parking, valet and laundry, and bell

services. Additional services may include information about goods and

services available in the geographic area and assistance in making

reservations at affiliated properties in distant locations for future
dates.

Many operators offer such additional services as entertainment

and recreational facilities—common hospitality-related services that

are central to specific types _of lodging operations and expected by
guests in these operations. Again, the characteristic type of lodging
facility established strongly influences the nature and extent of any
additional services offered. Thus, entertainment and recreational facil-

ities are central to resort hotel operations.

Ambiance

The third basic element in the hospitality service product line in lodg-

ing operations is ambiance. This element includes a vast number of
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elements in a lodging
product line. The
ambiance of the lobby

pictured right
immediately conveys a
sense of this hotel’s
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courtesy of the Four
Seasons Hotel.)
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tangible and intangible features that give a specific lodging operation

its special and distinctive character. These include theme, lighting, uni-

forms, furnishings, cleanliness, wall coverings, fixtures, fabrics, deco-

rations, and any other related features, tangible or intangible, that cus-

tomers see or sense and that help to form their impressions of the

establishment. For example, when an arriving guest walks through the

front door of a lodging facility, he gets an impression of the property

from the lighting, furniture, carpet, wall coverings, works of art, and

any of the other coordinated elements that make up the lobby area.
Similarly, after being assigned to a particular accommodation, the

guest gets additional impressions from the elevator, the elevator foyer
on her floor, the general appearance of the corridor leading from the

elevator foyer to her room, and so on. To a guest, the sum of these and

many other tangible and intangible features constitutes the property’s
ambiance, or atmosphere.

The discussion above does not take into account that many lodging

operations also offer food and beverage products. Some would say that
the lodging enterprise that offers food and beverages is offering a sec-

ond product line. Others would disagree, arguing that if food and bev~

erages are offered because of guests’ expectations, the food and bever-

age operations should be thought of as additional services, akin to the
recreational facilities discussed above. One can agree or disagree with

either point of view.
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In summary, the service product line offered by a lodging establish-
ment consists of three basic elements—accommodations, services, and

ambiance. Some operators choose to add one or more of an array of

other possible product lines by including boutiques, jewelry shops, gift

shops, souvenir stands, and other retail shops on premises. Although

these are interesting and often desirable additions to a property, they

are not essential to the basic lodging enterprise. Therefore, we will

limit the following discussion to the facilities required for the basic

service product line of a lodging enterprise. (Appropriate discussion of

food and beverage facilities appears in chapter 5.) In the present chap-

ter, we will assume that the owner has attended to the necessary pre-

liminaries and decided to proceed. At this point, we will turn our atten-

tion to the specifics of lodging facilities.

The student reading about lodging facilities may find it useful to

refer to particular lodging properties. Therefore, in order to describe the

various facilities and to point out some of the differences from one prop-

erty to another, we will refer to the three distinctly different types of

lodging properties described in case studies 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3. The first of

these is a limited-service budget motel catering to economy—minded

transient travelers. The second is a full—service, upscale resort hotel that

provides accommodations and services primarily for vacationers. The

third is a luxury hotel located in a major cosmopolitan city offering the

services associated with that type of property.

 

The Value Lodge is a fifty-room property located in a small midwestern

town adjacent to an exit on Interstate 80. It is owned and operated by a

couple name Roger and Janet Goodson. It is part of a chain called

Value Lodges. Roger and Janet were both executives for major compa-

nies for many years. Eventually they both began to dislike their work

and felt they were wasting their lives, so they decided to open their

own business. They had always been fascinated by innkeeping and felt

they had the talent for it. Because they had no formal training in the

business, they decided to work with a chain to receive the necessary

training and to reduce risk. The Goodsons sold their home and as

many other assets as they could. Because they had limited funds, they

could only afford a relatively small property They answered an adver-

tisement in the Wall Street Journal placed by the Value Lodge Com-

pany. After thorough investigation, they agreed to an arrangement giv-

ing them a motel in an excellent location, a Value Lodge sign, a large

mortgage, and an obligation to pay various fees to the chain.
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The Value Lodge is a fairly simple fifty—room operation. Roger and

Janet, as owner-managers, live in quarters connected to the office

where guests check in and out. The fifty units are modern and com-

fortable—pleasantly decorated, yet simply furnished. Each unit con-

tains two queen—size beds, a private bath, a color television, two lounge

chairs, a dresser with mirror, and a telephone, among other items. The

motel has no restaurant, no meeting rooms, no swimming pool, and no

recreational facilities. It does have a small dining area with tables,

chairs, and vending machines from which guests can obtain ice, bever-

ages, sandwiches, and snacks. The motel caters almost exclusively to

motorists from Interstate 80 looking for clean, comfortable overnight

accommodations. Most guests check in by late afternoon and are back

on the road again early the following morning.

There is a fast—food restaurant located across the road and a family

restaurant nearby. The Value Lodge Co. has a central system that takes

reservations for all units in the chain. Roger and Janet receive about 25

percent of their business from the reservation system.

Roger and Janet take turns in the office during the day. Roger is

usually there during morning hours, doing the bookkeeping and order-

ing supplies, while Janet supervises the housekeeping. During the

afternoon, Roger sees to the maintenance of the grounds and rooms

while Janet takes her turn in the office. In the evening, neither stays in

the office, but the door to their quarters is open, so they can attend to

any needs of the guests or to any check—ins.

mm’

The Mountain Inn is a four hundred room, three—star resort hotel

located in a major ski area in Colorado. It is owned by the Mountain

Inn Corporation, a company formed by the group of investors that

built the property. They have hired the Preferred Management Com-

pany to run it. The agreement calls for Preferred Mangement to receive

3 percent of gross room sales and 10 percent of profits.
The Mountain Inn is a seasonal resort hotel. During the winter

months—early November to mid April——the hotel is a ski resort, cater-

ing to vacationers who come for winter sports. During the summer

months—from June 1 to September 30—it is a summer resort catering

to individuals and groups that come for summer recreational activities

and meetings. The hotel closes during the months of October and May.

This four hundred room hotel has two dining rooms—one for indi-

vidual guests and families and the other for groups. It has one large
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meeting room that can be divided into several smaller ones, as well as

a coffee shop, pharmacy, hairstylist, several boutiques, an indoor pool
and exercise room, two racquetball courts, and four outdoor tennis
courts.

The hotel is located at the base of a ski slope within one mile of an

excellent golf course. Mountain Inn guests receive special considera-
tion at the golf course. There is an excellent stable nearby for horse-

back riding. Additional services offered guests include room service

from 7:00 A.M. to midnight as well as tennis and swimming instruction.

 

The Kensington is a 350—room, four—star luxury hotel located in the

center of a major eastern city. It is a classical hotel, owned and oper-

ated by a nationally—known chain, but the name of the chain is not
used on any signs, linen, literature, or other item that would be noticed

by guests. Management decided that the image of the property would
not be improved by being linked with this particular chain.

All 350 guest rooms are furnished with reproductions of antique
furniture. There is a doorman on duty at the front door at all times to

welcome guests, take charge of their cars, and obtain transportation

for them. The lobby is finished in marble and brass. Each elevator is

operated by an attendant, even though they can be operated automati-
cally.

The Kensington has a large ballroom with its own kitchen and a

separate entrance from the street for guests attending weddings and
similar formal functions. The hotel does not have the number of meet-

ing rooms that one would find in a convention hotel. It does have three
small meeting rooms that can be used by guests~—usually business
executives—for small meetings.

Other services offered to guests include twenty—four—hour room

service, concierge service, secretarial service, a hairstylist, gourmet

dining in the Empire Room, cocktails in the Kensington Lounge, a

pharmacy, an indoor pool and exercise room, and extensive house-
keeping service that includes the service of early morning tea or coffee,
fresh towels twice each day, and turndown service in the evening.

Seventy—five of The Kensington’s 350 rooms are presently occupied

by permanent guests. The remaining rooms are available for transient
business. Guests are served by a staff of five hundred employees, half
of whom have worked in the hotel for over ten years. The Kensington

emphasizes personal service. All staff members—-desk clerks, elevator
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operators, bellmen, and doormen, among others-make special efforts

to know guests by name. Staff members are expected to be friendly

and courteous at all times, and to attend quickly to all reasonable

requests made by guests.

These three lodging properties, although they appear at first glance

to be very different from one another, really have much in common. In

fact, they have the same basic facilities that any property must have to

be called a lodging facility.

1. An area for activities and records associated with guest reser-

vations, check—in, and check—out: the front office

2. The accommodations themselves: guest rooms

3. An area for attending to housekeeping activities, including the

storage of linens, uniforms, and cleaning supplies and equip-

ment: housekeeping

In the following discussion, we will focus our attention on the lay-

out and design of these three basic elements found in all lodging facili-
ties.

Because these three areas are so different from one another, the layout

and design of each will be addressed separately

> Front office layout and Design

Front office layout and design tends to be determined by the size of the

lodging establishment. In smaller properties, for example, front office

areas tend to be smaller, simpler, and more compact because there is

no need to have more than one clerk on duty for each shift. By con-

trast, larger properties tend to have larger front offices because they

need more people on duty at any one time to deal with the larger num-

bers of guests.

A lodging enterprise needs a facility to handle front office activi-

ties, which have traditionally been separated into several categories of

work known by the terms reservations, check—in, information, and

check-out. These four terms require some simple explanation.

Reservations is a term used to refer to a process for holding accom-

modations for future guests.
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in a lodging facility, the front office is the area
for activities and records associated with

guest reservations, check-in, and check—out.
To guests, pictured right checking in, the
front desk is the front office. (Photo courtesy

of Radisson Hospitality Worldwide.)

Check—in is the process by which people become guests.

Information refers to providing guests with advice and directions

relating to shopping, dining, entertainment, local transportation, and a

range of other possibilities. ,

Checkout is the process by which guests terminate their status as

guests.

Further discussion of front office work will be deferred to the fol-

lowing chapter on lodging operations.
The facilities in which front office activities take place vary greatly

from one property to another. In a fifty-room motel, such as the Value

Lodge described above, a front office facility is normally quite small.
Figure 8.1 is a diagram of the front office of the Value Lodge.

In a larger property, such as the 350—room Kensington hotel, the
amount of work and the number of employees make a larger front

office facility necessary. Figure 8.2 is a diagram of the front office of
the Kensington.

Note that both facilities are designed to deal with the same activi~

ties——those associated with reservations, check—in, information, and

check~out. As previously noted, these are the activities common to all
front office operations, and every lodging establishment has some
form of front office designed to accommodate the level of activity

anticipated in each of those four areas. To that extent, the front offices
of the Value Lodge and the Kensington hotel are the same. There are
obvious differences, however, between the two front offices, and these
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<j—— Lobby —————>

Front desk

Counter—height
work surface

\

differences reveal much about the differences between the two proper-

ties. The principal differences are listed here.

Exit to living

quarters

In the Value Lodge, the volume of work involving front office activities

can be handled by one individual in a single small area. The entire

front office area, including the front desk, is only 54 square feet: 6’ X

9’. By contrast, the front office area in the Kensington is quite large,

encompassing 540 square feet: 18’ X 30’.

. Space Allocation

The Value Lodge has one single area in which all front office activities

take place, and the volume of each is such that all can be handled by

one person. In the Kensington, however, some of the front office activ-

ities occur in sufficient volume to require that some employees dedi-

cate their time to specialized work. For example, the volume of finan-

cial activities—updating guest accounts, processing guest check-outs,

cashing checks, and making change—make it desirable to assign spe-

cialists (cashiers) to the work and to allocate one specific area for their

work. The same is true for the specialist employees assigned to deal



Figure 8.2

Layout of the front
office of the

Kensington
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<———————— Lobby —:-—-———>

Front desk
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Cashier's area

Information area

Room clerk's area

Wall of mailboxes for keys, mail, and messages

Counter—height bank of safe deposit boxes

Office for front office manager
Reservations office

Locations of computer terminals and printers

0O\]O\U'l-l>(.Nl\)>—n
with reservations, information, and check-ins. In the Kensington, the

front office staff is large enough to require supervision by a front office

manager, for whom a separate office area has been allocated.
It should be noted that a number of larger lodging operations do

not follow the Kensington’s system for functional division of front

office work. In many lodging operations with front offices similar to

that of the Kensington, the three front office computer terminals could

be used interchangeably for check-in and check-out. During evening
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hours, when the number of arrivals in commercial hotels tends to be

higher, all terminals may be used to handle check-ins. By contrast, in

the morning, when the number of departures are higher, all terminals‘

can be used to process check—outs.

Equipment

In the Value Lodge, the front office requires some simple manual

equipment: a room rack that also holds room keys and guests’ bills, a

cash register, a telephone, and a file cabinet for reservations records

and for storage of various forms and records. In the Kensington, the

front office has an integrated computer system with terminals in each

area. For example, the reservations office has a workstation with a ter-

minal in which all reservations are input. A telephone and a fax

machine are within reach, as are file cabinets and other storage facili-
ties for reservations and related forms.

P ROOIIIS layout and DESIQII

To a great extent, the layout and design of guest accommodations in a

given establishment are determined by the type of establishment. In

economy motels, for example, guest rooms tend to be smaller, simpler,

and more compact than in traditional luxury hotels.

Because beds, the principal furnishings in most guest accommoda-

tions, vary considerably in size, it is useful to know the dimensions of

beds most commonly found in lodging establishments (see table 8.1).

Most beds are 75” long. Some guests however, prefer longer beds,

and these are readily available to lodging operators who choose to buy

Table 8.1 Dimensions of Beds in lodging Establishments
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Table 8.2 Typical Site Ranges of lodging Accommodations

them. Some are 78" long; others may be 80" or 82". The latter are often

called California lengths.

Table 8.2 indicates typical sizes of guest accommodations in seven

types of lodging operations. Note that the number of square feet in
each accommodation includes bedroom, parlor or living room (if any),

bathroom, and entry area, as well as any closets and other hallways.

Figure 8.3 illustrates typical floor plans for guest accommodations
in the seven common types of lodging establishments listed in table 8.2.

The layout and design of guest rooms in the Value Lodge closely
resembles that for the budget motel room in figure 8.3. Each unit has a

private bath, two queen-size beds, a color television, two lounge chairs,
and a dresser with mirror, among other items. Units in this property

are of uniform size: 236 square feet.

Guest rooms in the Kensington more closely resemble those for the

luxury hotel room in figure 8.3. Some, like that in the diagram, have a

private bath, a king-size bed, two night stands, a desk/dresser with mir-
ror, and a lounge area consisting of corner table, loveseat, lounge chair,
and coffee table. Units in the Kensington hotel are of differing sizes

but average approximately four hundred square feet. That illustrated is

among the largest the property offers.

Note that both guest rooms are designed for the same basic pur-

pose—to provide accommodations for travelers. Every lodging estab-
lishment has guest rooms designed to accommodate the needs and
desires of the kinds of travelers management intends to attract to the

establishment. To that extent, the guest rooms in the Value Lodge and

the Kensington hotel have the same general purposes. There are, how-
ever, obvious differences between the two guest rooms illustrated, and
these differences reveal much about the differences between the two

properties. The principal differences are listed here.



 
  14l_0|| ,._e___1g-.0":
Sub-budget motel room

196 sq ft
 13._6u

Budget motel room
243 sq ft

30:_ou 
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Luxury hotel/motel room
442 sq ft

 1520"an

Hotel junior suite
450 sq ft

Figure 8-3

Typical floor plans for guest accommodations in lodging establishments
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Today's work
environment is

changing. Many
business travelers

are carrying lap-
top computers so
they can work on
long airline flights
and in hotel rooms.
Marriott offers
business travelers
the “Room That
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courtesy of The

Philadelphia
Marriott.)
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Size

The typical room in the Value Lodge is approximately 150 square feet

smaller than that in the Kensington.

Space AIIOCBIIOII

In the Kensington, some of the additional space has been allocated to

some additional furnishings not found in the Value Lodge. In addition,

the Kensington hotel room appears to be more open and uncluttered.

Some of the extra space is used, quite simply, as space, affecting the

ambiance of the lodging product.

Furnishings

In the Value Lodge, the furnishings are better suited to those staying

overnight than to those remaining for longer periods. They are not

quite as attractive and comfortable as those in the Kensington, which

features reproductions of classic antiques. However, the Kensington

caters to guests who are seeking attractive furnishings and who are

both willing and able to pay higher rates for more luxurious accommo-
dations.
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V Housekeeping layout and DESi§Il

As in front office and guest accommodations layouts, the layout and

design of a housekeeping area in a lodging establishment is deter-

mined, to a great extent, by the type of establishment. In economy

motels, for example, housekeeping areas tend to be smaller, simpler,

and more compact than in traditional luxury hotels found in the more

affluent areas of major cities. The housekeeping area in the Value

Lodge, for example, is quite small and compact. In the Kensington, by

contrast, housekeeping requires considerable space because of the lux-
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ury nature of the Kensington and the comparatively large number of

employees required to maintain such a property

The layout of the housekeeping area in the Value Lodge is illus-

trated in figure 8.4. Note that the facility is comparatively simple, hav-

ing storage space for laundered bed and bath linens and cleaning sup-

plies, and providing floor space for the overnight storage of three

mobile carts used by the housekeeping staff during working hours.

Figure 8.5 illustrates the layout of the main housekeeping facility

in the Kensington. The housekeeping area in the Kensington includes

an office for an executive housekeeper as well as considerable space

for storing bed linens, bath linens, and cleaning supplies. A separate

room is set aside for soiled linens. Here, soiled linens are separated

and counted’ before being sent out to a commercial laundry to be
washed and folded or ironed.

Caring for bed and bath linen is one of the major responsibilities

of any housekeeping department in any lodging operation. Without

adequate supplies of linen, it is impossible to operate a lodging facil-

ity properly. Essentially, one can adopt either of two approaches to

laundering bed and bath linen: either send it out to a commercial

laundry or install a laundry facility on premises. If the latter approach

is adopted, considerable space must be set aside for the laundry facil-

ity, and considerable funds must be allocated to equip it. Additional

discussion of this topic will be deferred to the chapter on lodging

operations.

Note that housekeeping areas in both the Value Lodge and the

Kensington are designed for the same basic purpose—to facilitate

housekeeping services for guests. Every lodging establishment has a

Figure 8-4

Layout of the Shelving
housekeeping facility
in the Value Lodge

 
Shelving
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Figure 8-5

Layout of the
housekeeping
facility in the
Kensington

Housekeeper's
office

Soiled linen Uniforms Equipment 
similar area designed to provide the kind and level of housekeeping

services preferred by the travelers patronizing the establishment. To

that extent, the housekeeping areas in the Value Lodge and the Ken-

sington have the same general purposes. However, there are obvious
dissimilarities between the two areas illustrated, which suggest some

of the dissimilarities between the two properties. The principal differ-
ences are described here. ’

Two major factors account for the differences in size between the

housekeeping areas in the two properties. The first of these has to do
with the number of rooms to be serviced——50 in the Value Lodge ver-

sus 350 in the Kensington. Thus, the Kensington must have at least
seven times the amount of bed and bath linen. The second reason has

to do with the need to store uniforms in the housekeeping area of the

Kensington, a need that does not exist in the Value Lodge.

The diagram of the housekeeping area of the Kensington does not

show the additional housekeeping storage facilities that are located

throughout the hotel. Each floor has a housekeeping closet used for

storing small amounts of cleaning supplies, guest room supplies, and

linens, and for housing mobile carts when not in use by the housekeep-

ing staff.
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Space Allocation

Besides the space allocated for an office in the housekeeping area of

the Kensington, there is also space for storing uniforms for all hotel

employees required to wear them. This is not necessary in the Value

Lodge, as we have noted. Because the Kensington is an older property,

some of the side rooms now used for storage were once used by house-

keeping employees with job titles no longer found in most hotels:

upholsterers and seamstresses, for example. Work fomierly done by

people in these job classifications is now typically done outside the

hotel by independent contractors, making it possible to allocate this

space for additional storage.

Equipment

Because it is a luxury property with a large lobby and considerable

public space, the Kensington has some heavy, specialized cleaning

equipment used to maintain these areas. Because the Value Lodge has

no comparable space, it has no such equipment.

In addition, the Kensington, as a luxury enterprise, makes avail-

able to its guests various kinds of equipment not offered to guests in

the Value Lodge. Guests in the Kensington can telephone the house-

keeping office to obtain such common items as steam irons and iron-

ing boards, and guests visiting from other parts of the world can bor-
row conversion devices that enable them to use their electrical

appliances.

From the foregoing discussion, it should be apparent that lodging

facilities are relatively complex physical structures. Because of this,

those studying lodging management need some basic knowledge of the

complex physical systems required to make them operational. These

are the systems designed to provide the basic requirements that make

it possible for people to inhabit buildings in reasonable comfort and

safety. These are commonly referred to as engineering systems.

 

The following are brief descriptions of the basic engineering systems

common to most lodging properties. These brief discussions will serve

to suggest the degree of complexity inherent in the layout and design

of a building constructed for use as a hotel, motel, or similar lodging

enterprise.
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The engineering systems in a building may include all of the fol-

lowing: ’

Heating

Air conditioning
Ventilation

Electrical

Water

Transportation
Waste

Fire safety

Energy control
Communications)—*

.°.\°.°°.\‘.°‘.U":"S*’!"t"‘
Heating

In the United States, lodging facilities have heating systems to raise

the temperature of air and water in the building, thus providing warm
rooms and hot water. Heating systems accomplish this by converting

energy resources to heat. Common energy resources include oil, gas,
electricity, steam, coal, and solar energy. The selection of one of these
over another depends on availability, relative cost, and particular pref-
erences of the owner/operators of the facility

Air conditioning

Technically, air conditioning is any treatment of the air in a building
that changes that air in any way. Thus, heating, cooling, humidifying,
dehumidifying, and filtering are all air conditioning processes. How-
ever, the term air conditioning is commonly taken to mean improving

the comfort level in a facility by reducing the temperature of air, by

controlling the level of humidity in the air, or by doing both of these.
There are two types of air conditioning systems used in lodging facili-
ties. '

Centralized. A central system" services a number of guest rooms

and other facilities, treating the air in one large unit and distributing

the treated air through ducts.

Decentralized. A decentralized system relies on individual units in

each room or part of the facility to treat the air. In some properties,

these are built into the walls of the rooms they serve; in others, they
are installed in windows.
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Ventilation

Ventilation systems provide fresh or recirculated air and control the

volume of air. They ensure an adequate supply of air with sufficient

oxygen for human activity. Some ventilation systems also filter the air

to remove dust and other particles as well as cigarette smoke and cook-

ing odors. Lodging facilities in the centers of major cities commonly

install air filtration equipment to remove the pollutants from automo-
bile, truck, and bus traffic.

Ventilation systems are designed to remove and replace all the air

in a given space or room a number of times each hour. That number

may vary from a very few times per hour——possibly six, for example, in

a large hotel ballroom—to a great many times per hour—up to fifty in

a large hotel kitchen—according to one authority. Ventilation systems

are typically linked to heating systems, air conditioning systems, or
both.

Electrital

Electrical systems are designed to provide for the availability of elec-

tric power wherever it may be needed as an energy source in the build-

ing. Electrical systems consist of wires of various sizes as well as cir-

cuit breakers or fuses, switches, and outlets that facilitate the safe use

of electric power. Electricity is used for three primary purposes in

lodging facilities: lighting, heating, and operating specific equipment

requiring electric power.

Because of their public nature, many lodging establishments are

required to maintain emergency systems to use in the event of a power

failure. The nature and extent of the emergency systems vary, depend-

ing on state and local regulations. Some are simple battery systems

that provide emergency lighting in corridors and other public areas for

limited periods; others are complex systems that may include gaso-

line-powered generators to provide sufficient electricity for lighting

and limited elevator service. Many operators install emergency sys-

tems that will also provide power for refrigerators, freezers, and com-

puter systems until the regular flow of power resumes.

Water

A water system consists of those parts of the plumbing system that

provide fresh water to various parts of the lodging establishment,
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including guest rooms, food and beverage facilities, laundry facilities,

and public bathrooms, among others.

In many localities, the source of fresh water is a public water sup-

ply with water pipes running under the streets. In many remote, rural
areas, however, absence of a public water system makes it necessary

for lodging operators to use some alternative means to obtain fresh
water. Most commonly, this means drilling a well. Another possibility

is pumping the water directly from a nearby lake or river. Others,
although rare, include collecting it from rainwater and processing salt-
water from the sea.

Sometimes incoming fresh water is processed before being distrib-

uted throughout a building so that its properties may be changed
before use. There are various reasons for doing this. One is that the

water is too hard, a term used to describe water containing excessive

amounts of calcium and magnesium salts. Another is that the water

may contain other minerals or impurities that must be filtered out.
Still another is that the water may require the addition of chlorine to
make it safe for human use.

Some fresh water—the cold water——is distributed directly to the

areas in which it is used. The rest—the hot water——is diverted to the

heating system, where its temperature is raised before distribution.
One of the significant engineering challenges in a multistory lodg-

ing operation is to design a water system that will provide

1. adequate water pressure on all floors during periods of peak
use—if this is not addressed, guests in rooms on high floors

may not be able to obtain adequate water at particular times;
2. an adequate supply of both hot and cold water, so that each

water user can maintain the temperature he or she selects for

any given purpose——fai1ure to provide for this may result, for

example, in sudden changes in shower water temperatures

from comfortable to excessively hot or cold, either of which

may be unpleasant or dangerous.

Transportation

The transportation system in a lodging establishment consists of
those facilities used to move guests, employees, equipment, and sup-

plies from one level of the building to another. Its most common com-

ponents are elevators and escalators.
Wherever feasible, planners of lodging facilities provide for an ade-

quate number of elevators so that those used by guests need not be
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used for other purposes. Elevators used for other purposes are often

called service elevators and are usually located some distance from the

guest elevators. They are used for transporting employees, equipment,

and supplies from one part of the building to another.

A small, specialized kind of elevator called a dumbwaiter is used

for moving food, normally for short distances between floors. For

example, if the main kitchen in a large hotel is one or two floors below

the dining rooms and banquet rooms, a dumbwaiter way be installed

to transport food and materials between kitchen and the foodservice
facilities.

Dumbwaiters are not normally used to transport personnel and,

consequently, lack the internal operating controls found in elevators.

Staff members usually place food and other items in a dumbwaiter,

close the door from the outside, and control it by depressing a button
on the wall next to the dumbwaiter shaft.

Escalators are normally used to transport large numbers of people

for short distances—one or two floors up or down. They are more com-

monly used with banquet and meeting facilities, so that those attend-

ing meetings, dinners, and other events can get into and out of the

facility quickly and easily. If it becomes necessary to move large num-

bers of people into or out of a facility quickly, all escalators can be

made to move in the same direction——up or down. With this arrange-

ment, greater numbers of people can be moved more quickly than

would be possible using elevators.

Waste

The waste system in a lodging property is designed to facilitate the

removal of solid and liquid wastes produced in the property. Solid

waste includes paper, glass, fabric, plastic, metal, wood, and food. Liq-

uid waste is primarily waste water being drained into a sewage dis-

posal system. _

Solid waste is normally collected throughout a lodging establish-

ment by employees who transport it to one central area. From there, it

can be put out for pickup in plastic bags, trash cans, or dumpsters,

depending on type, volume, and local regulations. Alternatively, it can

be compacted before being put out or incinerated on premises. Many

large hotels accumulate huge amounts of solid waste daily. In many

areas, local regulations now identify certain solid wastes as recyclables

and require that they be separated and made ready for special han-

dling or collection.
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In contrast, the disposal of liquid waste is normally quite simple.

In areas with public water supply systems, there are also public sewer

systems, and disposal is a simple matter of connecting to that system.
In other areas, some other means must be found. The most common

alternatives are treatment plants and underground drain fields.

Fire Safety

A fire safety system is designed to detect, contain, or extinguish fires
and to alert both guests and employees to the danger. Some are also

designed to summon fire and police personnel to the scene. A fire
safety system consists of

1. sensing devices for detecting heat, smoke, flame, or some com-
bination of these;

2. devices for containing or extinguishing fires, such as doors

that close automatically to prevent the spread of fire, sprin-

klers, and portable extinguishers containing water, carbon
dioxide, foam, or other chemicals;

3. warning devices for alerting guests and employees, such as fire
horns, fire alarms, and flashing lights.

Because of the public nature of lodging establishments, all but the

smallest are required by law to have some type of fire safety system.

The nature and extent of the systems required clearly vary from one

area to another and from one size and type of lodging facility to
another.

Energy control

The energy control system in a lodging establishment is designed to

manage the use of energy in the building efficiently, minimizing its
use and consequent cost. It consists of various devices that turn

energy-consuming equipment on and off at optimum times or that pre-
vent excessive use of energy in any system or subsystem. There are

four common types of systems.

Time Clotll. This is the simplest and least costly of the systems. It uses

time clocks to turn on and off the flow of electricity to such devices as

exterior lights, lighted signs, and even swimming pool filtration sys-

tems, ensuring that they will operate only when needed and for the

proper length of time.
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Automatic Sensor. Some lodging operators control energy costs by

installing automatic sensors that detect the presence or absence of

people in a room. These are used primarily to turn lights on and off,

ensuring that lights are off when there is no one in a room. They may

also be used to turn off such appliances as television sets when guests
have left a room.

Elettlit Demand. These systems are designed to limit the amount of

energy of one type that can be used at any one time. This may entail

limiting the length of time that a given device can operate continu-

ously or preventing the use of a given device while another is in use.

These systems are more commonly used in large buildings where, for

example, three major air conditioning systems serve different parts of

the building. An electric demand control system may be used to pre-

vent two or more from operating together and to limit the length of

time that any one of them can run before being automatically turned
off to enable a second to operate.

computerized System. Computerized systems are the most flexible, effi-

cient, and effective in use today. These are the systems most commonly

installed in newly constructed lodging facilities. They can be pro-

grammed to control energy use and are capable of all the controls exer-

cised by the three systems described above.

Because proper use of an appropriate energy control system can

result in considerable savings in energy costs——some manufacturers

claim up to 40 percent——owners of lodging properties are normally

interested in selecting systems that will produce minimum energy
costs for their facilities.

Communications System

Communications systems in lodging establishments are designed to

enable guests, managers, staff members, and others outside the lodg-

ing property to communicate with one another. This system may be as

simple as a telephone system used by guests, employees, and managers

to reach one another to communicate simple messages. This would be

the case in the Value Lodge, for example, where an overnight guest

may use the telephone only to call the front desk to request informa-

tion or to request a morning wake—up call so that he or she can get an

early start the following morning. However, some communications

systems in lodging properties today are far more complex.
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A typical modern communications system may link telephones,

televisions, computers, and various audiovisual devices. The communi-

cations may range from telephone calls between front desk and guest
room to interactive televised conferences linking groups in two or more

cities via satellite transmission. They may involve business travelers

using computers with modems in guest rooms or suites to communi-
cate with their offices via telephone lines. They may even provide a

means for guests to view and approve their room bills via the television
sets in their rooms. The possibilities for developing increasingly com-

plex telecommunications equipment for installation and use in lodging
enterprises are growing with each development in this relatively new

field. Therefore, those purchasing communications systems for lodging

facilities will be challenged to select systems and equipment that will
not soon become obsolete as new systems are developed.

 
In this chapter, concept, legal requirements, and product line are

introduced as fundamental to the layout and design of lodging facilities.

Product line is described as having three components: accommodations,

services, and ambiance. Case studies describing three different lodging

facilities——Value Lodge, Mountain Inn, and Kensington hotel—are pre-

sented as aids to understanding facilities layout and design. The layout

and design of three areas central to lodging operations are illustrated
and discussed: front office, guest room, and housekeeping area. The

layout and design of these three in the Value Lodge and the Kensington
hotel are described, compared, and contrasted. Finally, ten engineering

systems are identified as the basic elements in lodging properties that
make it possible for people to inhabit lodging facilities buildings in
reasonable comfort and safety

Air Conditioning System Front Office

Accommodations Heating system

Ambiance Housekeeping

Check-in Information

Check—out Product Line

Communications System Reservations

Concept Service

Dumbwaiter Transportation System

Electrical System Ventilation System
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Energy Control System Waste System

Escalator ’ Water System

Fire Safety System

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Define the term product line as used in lodging operations.

List and discuss the three elements in the service product line of a

lodging enterprise.

What are the activities common to all front office operations that must

be taken into account in their layout and design?

How would you expect the front office layout and design for a seventy-

five room budget motel to differ from that for a five hundred room

luxury hotel?

Identify by name and size eight types of beds commonly used in

lodging properties.

Provide the size range in square feet for each of the following:

sub-budget motel room; budget motel room; commercial hotel/motel

room; luxury motel room; hotel junior suite; hotel standard suite; suite

in an all—suite property.

Compare and contrast the size and furnishings of a budget motel

room with those of a luxury hotel.

How would the layout and design of the housekeeping area in a fifty

room motel be likely to differ from that in a five hundred room luxury
hotel?

Why would there be great differences in the size, space allocation, and

equipment found in the housekeeping areas cited in number 8?

List and discuss ten engineering systems found in lodging facilities.

Distinguish between centralized and decentralized air conditioning

systems.

How often should air be changed in the ballroom of a large hotel? In
the kitchen serving the ballroom?

List four possible sources of water for lodging operations having no

access to a public water supply.

What are dumbwaiters? For what purposes are they used in lodging
facilities?
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15. What are the principal components of a fire safety system?

16. Identity four common types of energy control systems.

1. Visit a lodging facility with at least 150 rooms. From your own

perspective, describe the concept around which this operation is
established.

2. For the lodging facility you have identified in number 1 above, describe

its product line as completely as you can.

3. Describe the layout and design of the front office in the lodging

operation you discussed in numbers 1 and 2.



 

 

Lodging Operations

After reading and studying this chapter, you should be able to:

 Name the three basic elements common to all lodging operations.

identify six additional services offered by some, but not all, lodging

operators.

List and state the goals of the four activities associated with front

office operation and describe the functions of each.

List the advantages of using electronic looks rather than traditional

looks with metal keys.

Describe three possible variations of the checkout procedure used

by hotels, motels, and similar properties.

identify two common problems that have induced some lodging

operators to overbook reservations. ‘

Describe a minimum of ten tasks that can be assigned to the

housekeeping operation.

List a minimum often tasks required to make a room ready for

occupancy.

Identify three methods used to assign daily work quotas for room

attendants in hotels, motels, and similar properties.

305
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10 Discuss the key differences between security measures used in

large center-city hotels and those used in smaller rural and suburban
properties.

11 Identify the kinds of activities normally associated with front service.

12 Name three services offered by the telephone system in modern

lodging operations.

‘I3 List and describe the three types of foodservice facilities found in

lodging establishments.

‘I4 Identify eight personal services offered by some, but not all, lodging

properties.

 
In the previous chapter, the basic similarities of lodging establish-
ments were illustrated by means of case studies describing three spe-

cific properties: the Value Lodge, the Mountain Inn, and the Kensing-
ton hotel. Chapter 8 will serve as the foundation for this chapter, which

will identify significant concepts that lie at the heart of lodging opera-
tions.

In this chapter, we will point out similarities in lodging establish-
ments that are sometimes obscured by the vast array of differences. We

will define and describe a number of important operations—elements

and processes—that lodging establishments have in common.

 
The elernentsand processes that one encounters in lodging can be
divided into two basic groups.

1. Those that are found in all lodging establishments

2. Those that are found in some, but not all

Elements in the first group are common to all lodging facilities;

without them, an enterprise would not be considered a lodging estab-

lishment. Elements in the second group are used selectively, depending

on the goals of a particular lodging establishment.

Group 1 is made up of:

1. Front office
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2. Housekeeping

3. Security

Group 2 is made up of:

Front service

Telephone service

Food and beverage services
Recreation/entertainment

Parking

Other personal services

.°‘.U‘:'>.°’!"t‘
Lodging operators choosing to provide some or all of these services

have two basic options:

1. hire employees to provide the service, or

2. engage an outside contractor to do so for a fee.

For purposes of this text, we will consider that either option results

in the addition of an activity to the lodging facility—one devoted to

providing the service. In addition, guests using the service will con-

sider that activity part of the lodging facility regardless of whether it is

provided by employees of the lodging establishment or those of an out-
side contractor.

 

As indicated above, the three operations in this group—front office,

housekeeping, and security—are common to all lodging establish-

ments. However, although this is true, discussion of housekeeping or

security in a small boarding house would be much less enlightening

than discussion of those activities in a hotel, motel, or similar commer-

cial lodging enterprise. Therefore, much of the following discussion

relates to those kinds of properties——the kinds illustrated in case stud-

ies 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3.

> Front office

Front office is a term commonly used to refer to the location where

the front desk is situated within a lodging property To guests, the front
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The front office is a guests principal point of
contact with the hotel. Here, at the Breakers,

guests who have just checked in are receiving
an electronic room key from the desk clerk.
Pictured is the workstation used by the clerk to
find their reservations, assign their rooms,
establish their accounts, and prepare their

room keys. (Photo courtesy of the Breakers.)

office represents the lodging property: it is their first point of contact

on arrival and last point of contact at departure.

The front office operation consists of four primary activities that

are known in the lodging industry by the following terms:

1 . Check—in

2. Information

3 . Check-out

4. Reservations

Together, these four activities comprise front office operation.

check-In

Check-in refers to a process by which people become guests in a lodg-

ing establishment. Check~in takes place in a reception area, another
name for that part of a front office known as the front desk. Here,

guests register, are assigned accommodations, and pick up keys for
these accommodations. In the Kensington, the check—in process pro-

ceeds in the following manner.

An arriving guest goes first to the front desk, normally located in

the lobby near the main entrance. A room clerkl, a job title for the

‘There are a number of titles for this job, including desk clerk, assistant manager,
desk attendant, guest services attendant, and receptionist. For simplicity, we will only
use the terms room clerk and desk clerk in this text.
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person on duty at the front desk, greets and welcomes the arriving guest
and asks if he or she has a reservation. If so, the room clerk asks the

guest to register, a term which refers to filling out a form known as a

registration card. A registration card is a printed front office form on

which guests record their names, addresses, and other information. The

clerk then updates information about the guest in the computer and

confirms the number of nights a guest expects to stay. If the guest has

no reservation, the room clerk will describe available accommodations

and rates, thus attempting to “sell” a room to the individual. If success-

ful, the room clerk will ask the individual to register. Once the guest has

registered, the room clerk assigns a suitable accommodation.

In some operations, the guest does not write the necessary infor-

mation on a registration card but dictates it to a room clerk who inputs

this essential information into a computer terminal. After the informa-

tion has been input, a form with this information is printed from the

computer record, and the guest is asked to sign this hard copy.

Today, most hotels, motels, and similar lodging establishments

determine at the time of arrival how guests intend to settle their bills.

In general, bills are settled by one of three means: credit, cash (or

check), or billing to a third party. If a credit card is to be used, the

guest is asked to produce the card so that a record can be made of the

credit card number. This gives the lodging operator some reasonable

means of verifying that the guest has sufficient credit available. If pay-

ment is to be with cash or check, the guest is likely to be asked for

credit identification. Credit identification is verifiable proof that an

individual has sufficient credit to cover his or her hotel bill. Without

credit identification, guests are usually asked to pay cash in advance. If

the bill is to be settled by a third party, some suitable arrangement is

normally made when the reservation is taken. The Mountain Inn, for

example, accepts both cash and national credit cards, but virtually all

its guests present credit cards at check-in and settle their bills at the

time of departure. In contrast, the Value Lodge requires that all guests

either pay for their accommodation in cash as they check in or sign

credit card vouchers imprinted with their card numbers. Most of the

guests pay cash.

In order to be able to assign guests to rooms, room clerks must

quickly be able to determine which rooms are occupied, which have
been vacated but not cleaned, and which are both vacant and ready. To

enable room clerks to do this, lodging establishments use either man-

ual or electronic means to maintain the necessary information. The

latter refers to computers, of course, and computers are fast becoming

the preferred means in most properties. Computers used for guest
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check—in are typically part of an overall property management system—a

term for a computer system designed to perform a variety of tasks for-

merly accomplished by manual means.

In some properties—the Value Lodge, for example—the informa-

tion needed by room clerks is maintained manually in a device called a

room rack; in many other more complex operations—the Kensington,

for example—property management systems are used. Detailed infor-

mation about specific equipment and techniques for registering guests

is normally covered in a rooms management course.

The important point to remember is that the check—in process in all

lodging establishments has at least two common goals: to assign guests

to accommodations and to insure payment.

After a room number has been assigned and questions of billing

have been attended to, guests are given access to their assigned accom-

modations in one of two possible ways: either they are given keys to

their assigned rooms or their keys are given to bellstaff, who accom-

pany guests to their rooms. In the Value Lodge, there is no bellstaff;

guests are simply given keys and directed to their rooms. By contrast,

room clerks in the Kensington are required to ‘give the keys to bellstaff,

who always accompany guests to their rooms. At the Mountain Inn,

guests are offered their choice of being accompanied by bellstaff or

finding their own way.

Modern technology has changed the nature of the room keys used

in many hotels and motels. Although many operations still use the tra-

ditional lock with metal key (the kind inserted into a lock, then turned

to unlock a door), growing numbers are now using new types of locks

that open by means of cards rather than traditional metal keys. Two

types of cards are common. The first has information electronically

encoded on magnetic strips. To enter a room, the guest inserts the card
into an electronic device that reads the code and opens the lock. The

second type is a thick card made of plastic or some other material in

which round holes have been punched. With either type, the guest
insets the card in the lock and that allows the door to be opened.

These new types of “keys” have several important advantages over

traditional metal keys, which have always given hotel and motel oper-

ators constant problems. When lost or stolen, they are sometimes

used by burglars to enter rooms illegally and steal guests’ money and

valuables. In addition, lost keys must be replaced, an expensive and

time-consuming requirement in a large property. Some large hotels

have traditionally employed full-time locksmiths to make duplicates

of lost metal keys and to change locks in guest room doors when nec-

essary. The newer card "keys” eliminate many of the problems associ-
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ated with metal keys. Frequently, no room numbers are visible, so that

a lost card is useless to the finder. In properties using cards with mag-

netic strips, the code is changed each time a guest checks out, and this

is the same as changing the lock. In properties using cards with

punched holes, it is relatively easy to change the code in the door lock

and prepare a new "key” if the card is lost.

Information

The goal of the information activity in a hotel or motel is to serve the

special needs of guests and employees for information about:

1. Guests

2. Goods and services

Guest Information. The front office serves as a center for guest informa-

tion. In effect, it maintains a data bank with the names and addresses

of current guests, their room numbers, the status of their accounts,

and considerable additional information. As guests check in, informa-

tion about them is added to this data bank; as guests leave, the data

bank is changed to keep it current. Thus, the front office of a hotel or

motel always has up—to—date information about all current guests and

about the status of each room—whether occupied or vacant. This

information may be maintained in any number of possible forms: data

in a computer, typewritten slips of paper, or handwritten sheets of

paper are some of the possibilities. The information is used constantly.
Without this information, any number of routine front office mat-

ters would be very difficult. For example, in the Kensington, one of

these routine matters is assisting guests who have forgotten their room

numbers. When such a guest goes to the front desk, the clerk on duty

finds the guest's nai”ne and room number in the data bank and is thus

easily able to give the guest her room number. In the Value Lodge, a

small property, the owner has the same need for information but main-
tains the records in a very different way: the registration cards are sim-

ply kept in a file box in alphabetical order.

In front office work, some of the other tasks that require the use of

this guest information include the following: placing mail and mes-

sages for guests in numbered mailboxes that correspond to their room

numbers; directing incoming telephone calls to guests’ rooms; assist-

ing visitors in finding the guests they have come to see; verifying the

room numbers of guests who have signed guest checks in the restau-

rant or bar; determining the number of occupied rooms that are
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expected to be vacated by guests checking out on the current day;

counting the number of rooms vacant at any given time during the

course of at day; determining the house count, a term meaning the

number of guests registered in the property; advising housekeepers
that a room has been vacated so that it can be cleaned; and calculating

the percentage of guest rooms occupied.

Information about Goods and Services. Many transient guests find them-

selves in strange surroundings when they have registered in a hotel or

motel. Most are strangers to the community and need some orienta-

tion and assistance. In many hotels and motels, the front office may

have maps, guidebooks, and other sources of information to help

guests. Room clerks and other employees may be asked to recommend

restaurants, give directions to places of interest, or help guests find

sources for any number of goods or services that the community

offers. The front office in the Mountain Inn, for example, has maps of

the surrounding region that it makes available without charge to

guests interested in sightseeing. Similarly, the owners of the Value

Lodge provide guests with free copies of a directory listing the loca-
tions of all other motels in the chain, from coast to coast.

In hotels, motels, and other lodging establishments that offer ser-

vices beyond sleeping accommodations, guests normally ask many

questions about the available services. They may ask about the hours

of operation of restaurants, bars, swimming pools, stables, or other
facilities. They may ask about the regulations governing the use of the

golf course or the availability of child care services, hairstylists, or

travel agents; they may ask details about the kinds of exercise equip-

ment, the types of computers and printers, or the hair dryers available

in these facilities. An unlimited number of questions can be asked

about the facilities and services of the property itself. Consequently,

room clerks and other emplo“"yees are expected to provide all sorts of

information to guests quickly and courteously.

Check-out

Check-out refers to a process by which guests terminate their status as

guests of a lodging establishment. The goal of check—out activity in hotels,

motels, and other lodging operations is to accomplish this process.

There are several variations of the check-out process. In the Value

Lodge, overnight guests typically pay their bills in advance at check—in, _

so most simply leave their keys in the rooms and drive away. Because
of the size of the property, the owners normally see or hear guests
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depart and thus know that the vacated room needs to be cleaned and

made ready for its next occupant.

In the Mountain Inn, the procedure is different. All guests are

expected to stop at the front office to settle their accounts and leave

their keys. As indicated above, these accounts are created and main-

tained in the front office. When guests leave, employees update the
front office data bank and make the room number available to house-

keepers so that the room will be made ready for the next guests.

In the Kensington, by contrast, guests have access to advanced

technology that enables them to “check out” before they leave their

rooms. This is accomplished by using the television screen in their

rooms to review and settle their bills. While the approaches differ from

one establishment to another, the goal is the same in all three: to

accomplish the check-out process.

Today, because so many lodging operations require that guests sign

credit card vouchers or pay cash at check—in, there are fewer problems

otels arestudying ways to serve guests better. Inthe near .
ture, you can expect check-inst tobe hassle free andiroomsi

lg toebealotsmarter. if f l W Li

As you approach the hotel, a chip imbedded in your frequent
guest card will notonly alert the front desk to your imminent
arrival but will alsoidentifyyou so staff, memberscan call a
you by name as youenter the propertygln some properties,

a you may not see any members of the staffzlto check in, you a
may simply use a credit card, inserting it in a machine that ,

it will assign you room and: provide you with at key. When you
reach the room of/the future, motion detectors will sense your
entryand turn on heat or air-conditioning. W

Your night’s rest may be likesleeping on air. In fact, theirioomewill i
have a mattress with inflatable pockets that each guest can adjust to g L
achieve his preferred degree of firrnnessglt will also have aninterac- :
tive television monitor that will enable youto call home on avideo-'

phone, use an on-lineserviceftoi shop, plug in your laptop toreceive e
" your Email messages," andclieck your bill beiforeeyopu check out. i

Adapted trait: IlSA—Today, June 6, 1995. ‘ i .
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with unpaid and uncollectible bills than was the case years ago.

Because credit cards can be verified as guests check in, hotels, motels,

and similar lodging establishments do not have as many skippers, an

old hotel term used to refer to guests who leave without paying their
bills.

Reservations

The term reservation refers to an arrangement by which lodging oper-

ators hold accommodations for guests who will be arriving at some

later time. This may be later in the day on the date the reservation is

made or at some date in the future. The reservations operation in a

hotel or motel is designed to make such arrangements. There are two

major goals of reservations activity.

1. To provide assurance to prospective guests that suitable

accommodations will be available to them at a specific price

for a specified period.

2. To ensure that the greatest number of rooms possible are occu- I
pied each day and that the rates charged for those rooms are

the highest possible.

The first major goal is to serve the needs of people seeking assur-
ance that accommodations will be available to them when needed.

Individuals intending to travel to a distant location want to be certain

that they will have rooms to stay in when they arrive. Reservation

operations are intended to meet this need. A potential guest can call or
write the reservation office in a hotel, motel, or other lodging estab-

lishment to arrange for a room to be held for the necessary number of

nights.

The reservations operation in a lodging establishment typically

consists of an office with some number of employees, known as reser-

vation clerks or reservationists, who respond to requests for accommo-

dations from potential guests. Requests may be for the coming night,

some date in the distant future, or any time in between. These requests

usually arrive by telephone, fax, or mail. Each request for a room

reservation must be answered promptly with a definite yes or no;

maybe is never an acceptable response to a potential guest. In order to

give definite answers, reservationists must have access to information

about the number of rooms already reserved for each night, the num-

ber of rooms remaining available for those same nights, so1d—out dates
for which no reservations can be taken, and rates for the rooms avail-
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able for any given night. Without such information, no reservationist

would be able to give a prompt response to someone calling on the

telephone to ask about the availability of, say, a room for one person

for three nights, beginning next Tuesday. Potential guests need imme-

diate, unequivocal answers to requests of this nature, and reservation-

ists must be able to provide them.

Assuming that an appropriate room is available at an acceptable

rate for the nights requested by a caller, the reservationist must record

some information quickly. This normally includes name, address,

dates for which the room is to be reserved, type of room required, rate,

expected time of arrival, and intended method of payment. Some lodg-

ing operators may require additional inforrnation—telephone number,
for example. Many require deposits from guests before they will con-
firm reservations. Others reserve rooms only for guests who provide

national credit card numbers when they make their reservations.

The information taken from guests is recorded either on a paper

form or at a computer terminal. If the paper form is used, additional

processing is required to add the reservation to others for the same

arrival date. If a computer terminal is used, the reservation is automat-

ically added to the reservations database. The Value Lodge, for exam-

ple, uses inexpensive paper forms for recording reservations and files
all the reservations for one date in one folder. By contrast, the Kensing—

ton has a computerized system, and all reservations are recorded at
terminals and added to the reservations database.

Each day, the reservations that have been taken for that particular

day are given to the front desk so those on duty will have the names,
addresses, and other information about guests who are expected to

check in during the course of the day. In the Value Lodge, the owner

has a single folder at the desk that contains all reservations for the cur-

rent day. In the Kensington, the morning desk clerk uses the computer

system at the front desk to print the list of reservations for the day. In
some hotels, no list would be printed: desk clerks would use the com-

puter system to look up arriving guests’ reservations.

The second major goal of the reservations operation is to ensure that

the greatest number of rooms possible are occupied each day and

that the rates charged for those rooms are the highest possible.

The ideal goal in a hotel or motel is to have every room occupied

each night at the highest possible rate. This is obviously the way to

earn maximum revenue. Although it is desirable, however, it is nearly

impossible to accomplish. In order to come as close to this ideal as

possible, an owner or manager must establish a rate structure that
will enable reservationists to sell as many rooms as possible. There
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must be a range of rates that appeal to the target clientele—that group

of individuals and businesses that management wants to attract to the

property.

Yield Management. In recent years, many hotels have instituted a reser-

vation system taken from the airline industry called yield manage-

ment. Although each hotel chain has a different variation of it, the

goal is the same for all——to obtain maximum occupancy at maximum
rates.

The yield management system at the Mountain Inn works as fol-

lows: a yield management team consisting of the reservation manager,

front office manager, and director of sales meet once each week to

review current reservations and establish specific room rates for times
in the future. The Mountain Inn has three rates for its double rooms-

A, B, and C. Rate A is their highest rate, rate B is their standard rate,

and rate C is their lowest rate. During a future holiday period, the team

expects demand for accommodations to be very high, and the Moun-

tain Inn is expected to be sold-out for the entire time. The team has

decided that only rate A will be quoted to potential guests seeking

accommodations for that period. The week immediately after the holi-

day will be busy, but the Mountain Inn is not expected to be sold-out.

After discussion, the team decides to quote rates A and B for that week.
The team also decides to review room demand for that week at a future

meeting. If reservations for that week are strong, the Mountain Inn

will continue to quote only rates A and B. If there are many rooms still

available for that week, the team will open up rate C to customers who

request a lower rate.

In the fashion described above, the Mountain Inn yield manage-

ment team reviews all weeks for a six-month period. Demand for

accommodations is assessed based on past occupancy and current

conditions. During periods of low demand, all rates are available to

potential guests. During periods of high demand, only the highest rates

are quoted. In that way, only those willing to pay the higher rates are

accepted during periods of high demand, and those who are seeking

only low rates can be accommodated during slack periods. This
method assures the Mountain Inn maximum revenue and maximum

occupancy.

One of the more difficult and interesting problems of lodging oper-
ations results from customers who make reservations and either can-

cel at the last minute or fail to check in. Those who fail to check in are

called no-shows. Last minute cancellations and no—shows may result

in vacant rooms and lost revenue. Potential guests, whose requests for
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rris Rosen of Orlando, Florida, is one of the most successful
L independent hotel operators anywhere, Over the lastdecade,

L the occupancy ratesin his hotels have averaged 96 percent while
[those of his competitors have never eXCe€d€Cl_78.8.percent. up
iMuch of his successihas been attributed to a version of yield

K management that the has developed for his properties, Each _ p
a day he sets the rateistructure required to fill his vacant rooms

a V for thecorning night and establishes the rates his employees
must quote asthey take reservations over the telephone orsell V

L rooms at the front desks. His apiproachiis quite simple: openly i
cut prices duringthe day tolure guests, even if you have to reach
roCl;—bottorn rates to fill the lapstilvacant rooms. L

l Mr. Rosencompares his methods to the airlines’ practice of yield man-
agement——loweringi fares at various times on seats thatcould remain

i unsold; e L L

Adapted from the New ‘York Times, November 23, 1995.

reservations were turned down when it appeared the hotel would be

sold-out, have then gone to other properties and may be permanently
lost.

Historically, lodging operators have attempted to deal with this

problem by overbooking, which means taking more reservations than

the number of anticipated rooms available. Many transient hotels have

used this method with some success. They have accepted 10 to 15 per-

cent more reservations than they had rooms available, knowing from
historical data that some customers will cancel and others will not

arrive to claim their reservations.

Some difficulties arise when the anticipated number of cancella-

tions fails to materialize, or when more people than anticipated arrive

to claim their reservations. On these occasions, some guests must be

walked——a hotel term meaning to send guests with confirmed reserva-

tions to other lodging properties because their reservations cannot be
honored.

A few lodging operators have sometimes been guilty of serious

overbooking. The vast majority have not. Nevertheless, almost all have

found themselves in the unfortunate position of having to walk guests.

When this happens, most attempt to find suitable accommodations for
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the guest at other properties, then pay for the guest’s transportation to

that property. Some even pay for the first night's accommodation.

In recent years, lodging operators have developed new strategies

for dealing with the last minute cancellations and no—shows. They
include

1. Confirming reservations with the provision that they will only

be held until a specific time—5 P.M., for example. Thus, hotels do not

need to overbook to any great extent because they can rent rooms to

walk-in guests after that time. i

2. Taking only guaranteed reservations, meaning that the lodg-

ing establishment will hold a room and charge the guest for that room

unless the reservation is canceled prior to arrival by a specified date or

time. Properties taking guaranteed reservations require a deposit in

the form of cash, check, or credit card number when the reservation is

made; hotels will not accept guaranteed reservations without one of

these. Guests with guaranteed reservations are typically registered and

charged for their rooms whether or not they actually arrive.

Resort hotels have long required advance payment for accommo-

dations. The typical resort hotel will require a substantial advance

deposit, and some resort hotels require full payment in advance. All

have refund policies for customers who must cancel, but they vary

greatly. Some will refund only a portion of the advance payment; oth-
ers will refund the entire amount if the reservation is canceled within

two or three weeks prior to scheduled arrival. Some have a sliding

scale that provides a percentage refund ranging from 100 percent to 0

percent, depending on when the reservation is canceled: The closer the

cancellation is to arrival time, the less of a percentage is refunded.

No—shows are seldom a problem with resort hotels that require advance

deposits. Thus, many of them do not overbook, and some will overbook

only slightly, knowing that a few cancellations will occur.

P HOIISEKEENIIQ

The second major element in lodging operations is housekeeping. The

principal goal of housekeeping is to serve the needs of guests by pro-

viding appropriate care for their accommodations and for various

other areas in the lodging property. Although this may sound simple, it

entails numerous large and small tasks, many of which are very easy

for staff members to overlook. However, survey after survey has shown
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that guests notice and rate overall cleanliness in hotels, motels, and

similar properties. These surveys also reveal that positive or negative

feelings about housekeeping in a given property play a pivotal role in

determining whether or not a guest will return to stay in the property

again. In housekeeping operations, even the smallest task can be of
very great importance to guests.

Providing appropriate care for guest rooms and other areas

includes changing bed and bath linens, making beds, and cleaning

rooms for current guests; providing the same services in rooms vacated

by guests who have checked out, thus preparing these rooms for new

occupants; cleaning hallways and such areas as the lobby, meeting

rooms,’ public bathrooms, and offices used by the management; and

insuring the availability of a supply of clean bed and bath linens either

by operating an on—site laundry, by using a commercial laundry, or by

making suitable arrangements with a linen rental company. In addition,

the housekeeping departments in some properties have responsibility

for looking after the supply of uniforms for uniformed employees in all

departments and the supply of food linen, the general term for all linens
used in food and beverage departments. Housekeeping may also have

responsibility for redecorating and rehabilitating rooms, looking after
articles in the property’s “lost and found,” maintaining floors through-

out the property (for example, washing and waxing floors, vacuuming

and shampooing carpets), washing windows, raising and lowering

flags, moving furniture, repairing torn fabrics, attending to the rooms

of employees who live in the property, and cleaning such outside areas

as porches or sidewalks that surround the building. The tasks assigned
to housekeeping are limited only by the imaginations of those who
make the decisions in hotels, motels, and similar lodging properties.

The housekeeping operation can be complicated. Housekeeping is

commonly the largest single department in a lodging property, and it is

managed by an individual who is usually given such a title as head

housekeeper, supervising housekeeper, executive housekeeper, or some
variation on one of these. A head housekeeper manages a staff that

may include people with such job titles as maid or housekeeper, room
attendant, rooms inspector, houseman, laundry manager, linen room

manager, assistant housekeeper, floor supervisor, and many other pos-
sibilities. Job titles vary considerably from one property to another.

While many of the particular responsibilities of housekeeping may

vary from one property to another, one major responsibility is com-
mon to all: giving daily attention to guest rooms occupied the previous

night, whether or not the guests in those rooms check out on the cur-
rent day.
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Attending to Guests’ Rooms

Each guest room in a property is monitored daily by the housekeeping

department to determine whether it is occupied or vacant. In most

major hotels and motels, daily comparison is made between house-

keeping’s determinations and front office records of occupancy so that

any differences can be identified and investigated.

When an occupied room becomes vacant because of a guest check-

out, the housekeeping office is informed and a maid or room attendant

is advised so that the room can be made ready for a new occupant. The
room is considered on change until it has been made ready again for

occupancy. This entails removing all soiled bed and bath linen from

the room; replacing it with fresh, clean linen; making the bed(s); clean-

ing the bathroom; vacuuming the floor; dusting or polishing furniture;

cleaning mirrors; emptying wastebaskets; replenishing supplies of tis-

sue, toilet paper, matches, laundry bags, soap, and such amenities as

shampoo, hair conditioner, and shower caps; and checking electric

lights, televisions, clock radios, heating/cooling units, hair dryers,

shoeshine machines, and other devices to be sure they are working

properly. It may also require washing ashtrays; replenishing supplies

for in-room coffee— and tea—making devices; restocking supplies for
in-room bars; reporting items used from an in-room bar to the front

office for billing purposes; checking the number of hangers in closets;

and many other possibilities. There can be so much to do in every

room in some properties that staff members are often given printed

checklists to help insure that nothing is forgotten.

For rooms that will continue to be occupied by the current guests,

the procedures may be essentially the same, although some properties

do not change bed linens every day for guests staying several nights. It

should be noted as well that it is probably not possible to do a thor-

ough job of cleaning when guests’ belongings are in the room. This is

particularly true when clothes and other items are scattered around
the room.

If a room has remained vacant since it was last made ready for a

new occupant, it is not normally necessary to do more than check it

quickly, just to be sure it is still fresh and clean.
In order to have adequate supplies of linens and other materials

available as they work, room attendants normally have mobile carts

that can be pushed from room to room. Each of these carts typically

has a canvas bag for storing the soiled laundry taken from guests’
rooms. All soiled laundry collected in the course of one day is normally

taken to a single area for processing, which may entail separating it by
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type and reloading it in other carts that will be collected by a commer-

cial laundry or linen rental company, or preparing it for processing by

the in—house laundry.

In the larger hotels and motels of major cities, the work of room

attendants may be inspected by supervisors, who verify that rooms

have been properly cleaned and meet the standards established for the

property. After a vacated room has been made up and inspected, the

supervisor may have responsibility for reporting it ready for occu-

pancy by informing the front office directly or by reporting it via the

housekeeping office. In a number of the smaller properties, room

attendants may have little or no immediate supervision and may report

directly to the front office.
The number of room attendants and the manner in which their

work is assigned varies greatly from one property to another. In some,

they are paid by the hour and are expected to work at a reasonable

pace, completing as many rooms as possible. In others, they are given

a work quota for the seven-hour day that is stated in terms of the num-

ber of rooms or beds that must be done. In still others, they are paid by

the room. In most cases, they are assigned a station, a term used to

describe the particular section of property or the group of rooms

assigned to a room attendant. The station may be a complete floor or a

specific number of rooms on one floor, for example. Some hotels,

motels, and similar properties use a team approach, assigning more

than one attendant per room. The amount of time required to clean a

room will depend on the number of attendants assigned to it as well as
the size of the room, the number of beds, the extent of cleaning

expected each day, and whether or not the room is a check—out. When a

room is occupied by the same guests for several days, the amount of

time attendants must spend in that room daily is somewhat less than

the time they must spend in check—outs.

In those hotels that are considered luxury properties, room atten-

dants normally have more work to do in each room. In some properties

they must polish fine antique furniture; in others, they may be required

to place arrangements of fresh flowers in rooms daily. In luxury hotels,

standards of cleanliness are typically higher than in many other types of

properties, so that a greater amount of time is expected to be taken for

each room. In many luxury operations, guests may be provided with ser-

vices not provided in other types of properties. In some, room attendants

visit each occupied guest room during the early evening to supply fresh

towels, empty wastebaskets, and turn down bedding.

At the Kensington and many other similar properties, these ser-

vices are routinely performed for each guest. It is necessary, therefore,
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for the hotel to employ additional room attendants for this purpose.

They are supervised by an assistant housekeeper who works an after-

noon and evening shift. The Kensington uses housekeeping teams to

clean rooms. Two room attendants spend approximately one half hour

working together to clean a typical room; that is, one full hour of work-

ing time in each room. This is about 50 percent more time than is

spent by room attendants at other hotels in the area.
The Mountain Inn and the Value Lodge assign specific rooms to

each room attendant. In the Mountain Inn, each is assigned a perma-

nent station consisting of ten rooms on one floor, which are to be com-

pleted in one seven-hour shift. In the Value Lodge, room attendants are

expected to do fourteen rooms in the seven-hour shift, and those who

complete the work satisfactorily in less time are allowed to do addi-
tional rooms for extra pay. Thus, room attendants in the Mountain Inn

complete each room in an average of forty—two minutes, whereas those

in the Value Lodge take about thirty minutes. ’

Caring for linen

Caring for linen is one of the major responsibilities of any housekeep-

ing department in any lodging operation. Without adequate supplies of
appropriate linen, it is impossible to operate a lodging facility properly.

Linen——bed linen, bath linen, and, in some establishments, food

linen—is one of the major problems and largest expenses in a lodging

operation. Every bed in every room must be made up and ready for use
at all times, whether or not the room is occupied. In addition, the

property must have an adequate supply of linen on hand each day to
change the linen on each bed, just in case the bed was used the previ-

ous night. Finally, there is always some linen in the process of being
washed and ironed or folded, whether in the property’s own laundry or

at that of an outside service. In effect, any lodging operation must have

at least three complete sets of linen for each bed and an additional

quantity in inventory to replace items that are worn, torn, lost, or
stolen. To make up a bed, one would need at least two sheets and one

or more pillowcases, depending on the bed and the standards of the
property.

In addition to bed linen, housekeeping should have at least three

complete sets of bath linen for each guest that the property can accom-
modate. A set of bath linen would consist of at least one bath towel,

one face towel, and one face cloth. Most properties also supply one tub

mat for each bathroom. Considerable money is invested in the bed

linens and bath linens that lodging establishments need for operation.
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Better lodging establishments typically change bed and bath linens

for each guest daily. Others—some economy motels and a number of

inexpensive resorts—provide guests with changes of bath linens daily

and changes of bed linens every two to three days. Still others—board-

ing houses, typically—are likely to change all linens just once a week.

Every responsible lodging establishment would certainly change all

linens in any guest accommodation after each check-out.

In general, there are three possible approaches to obtaining clean

linen. The lodging operator can

I. own linen and install a laundry on premises to wash, iron, and

fold it;

2. own linen and send it out to a commercial laundry to be

washed, ironed, and folded;
3. rent clean linen.

Each of these approaches has advantages and disadvantages.

1. Many hotels and motels maintain their own laundry equip-

ment on premises. Space is set aside for the specialized equipment

needed to wash, dry, and iron linens, which may have the name of the

property embroidered or woven into the fabric.

Having one’s own laundry has several advantages over other

approaches. Linen does not leave the premises, so it is easier to con-

trol. If linen remains on the premises, it does not get lost as easily as

when other methods are used, and personnel do not have to count

linen leaving or returning to the building. The lodging operation is not

dependent on an outside laundry, which can sometimes be late in

returning clean linens and is thus less likely to encounter the kinds of

difficulties caused by linen shortages. Finally, maintaining an in—house

laundry is often more cost-effective than other approaches. In order

for a lodging establishment to justify the expense of the investment in

equipment and the ongoing cost of operating a laundry, however, the
establishment must be large enough to keep the laundry operating sev-

eral hours each day. Because of its remote location, the management

of the Mountain Inn takes this approach.

2. There are many lodging operations that prefer to own their

own linen but are not large enough to justify the installation of laun-

dry equipment on premises or the cost of using employees to wash
and fold linen. In these cases, lodging operations must use the ser-

vices of a commercial laundry. This choice still permits management

to choose linen of the desired quality and inscribe it with the prop-
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erty’s name, logo, or both. However, those who send their laundry out
to a commercial establishment must separate and either count or

weigh all sheets, pillowcases, towels, and other items going to and

coming from the laundry. Billing is often a problem when the hotel’s

count or weight does not agree ‘with that of the commercial laundry.
In addition, commercial laundries may lose, tear, or otherwise destroy

items sent out to be washed, and this can be a source of difficulty and

misunderstanding. ,

The Kensington has judged it less expensive to send its laundry to a

commercial laundry located in a nearby suburb than to allocate space

and pay the higher wages required to have it laundered on premises.

3. Many lodging operators choose to rent clean linen rather than

own it and have it laundered either on premises or in a commercial

laundry. This is the most convenient of the three approaches: there is

no investment in either linen or equipment, and management does not

have the problems associated with operating a laundry. Many rental

companies do not keep accurate records of the amount of linen

returned by lodging operators because it is too time consuming to do

so. Thus, lodging operators that rent clean linen may not have to

account for it. They simply pay for the number of clean pieces they are

sent and return the soiled linen. Laundries may not know how much

linen they are losing to any one lodging operation, so they build the

replacement cost of the lost linen into the rental prices charged to all

lodging operators using their services.

Renting is typically the most costly of the three approaches, which

is a distinct disadvantage. Another is that the lodging operator must

accept the quality of linen supplied by the rental laundry, except in

some special situations in which the rental laundry agrees to purchase

higher quality linens for a specific lodging operation.

For many smaller operations, renting clean linen is the most desir-

able of the three approaches. The Value Lodge uses this approach

because the owners of the motel are satisfied with the quality of the

linen supplied by the rental company. Also, they lack the time to deal

with laundry, they choose not to make any investment in linen or laun-

dry equipment, and they do not want to add laundry staff to their pay-
roll.

Redetorating and Rehabilitating Rooms

A very important function of the housekeeping operation is long—term

upkeep. This is the process of maintaining the appearance of guest
rooms by attending to the many items that make rooms attractive and
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appealing to guests, including paint, wallpaper, fixtures, carpeting, fur-

niture, lamp shades, curtains, draperies, and other fabrics. All these

must be kept in the proper condition. This may mean touching up the

paint on one wall, patching damaged wallpaper on another, or replac-

ing a burned patch of carpet, a damaged lamp, a tattered lamp shade,

or a broken mirror—the list is endless. If the quality of guest rooms is

allowed to deteriorate, they become less appealing to potential guests,

and fewer people are willing to stay in them. Over time, lodging opera-

tors who ignore this important element of housekeeping find that the

establishment has deteriorated below the original standards of the

property.

Many hotel and motel operators refurbish guest rooms regularly

on a planned rotation system. Each year, a certain number of rooms.

are taken out of service to be completelyrefurbished. They are

stripped, then redecorated and refurnished. One well—known hotel in

New York completely refurbishes several floors each year. Over the

course of several years, every room in the property is completely
redone.

> Security

The third of the front office operations is that devoted to providing

security. Security is one of the most important services provided for

guests.

Hotels have both moral and legal obligations" to protect guests

from harm and safeguard their property. The goal of security is to pro-

vide the necessary protection to keep guests and their property safe.

The extent of this protection varies from establishment to establish-

ment and from location to location. Danger to guests may came from

intruders, other guests, or from such hazards as fire or unsafe condi-

tions in the property.

Major metropolitan areas typically have greater crime problems

than rural areas, and large hotels in the centers of cities tend to have

greater difficulty with burglary and robbery than do small properties

in outlying areas. Thus, major hotels in major cities need to take

greater security measures than their rural counterparts.

Hotels have always attracted thieves. Transient guests, after all,

tend to have many of the items thieves seek: cash, credit cards, jewelry,

and other valuables. And although all states have laws stating that

lodging operators cannot be held responsible for losses of these valu-

ables unless they are deposited in management’s safe, many guests fail
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Traditionally, hotel front offices have provided guests with sate—deposit facilities similar to those provided by
banks. instead, some have begun to provide in—room safes similar to that from the Sentry Group, illustrated
above. (Photo courtesy of Sentry Group.)

to do so. Many keep cash, jewelry, and other valuables in their rooms,

where it is subject to theft either by professional thieves or sometimes

even by unscrupulous employees of the establishment (although this is
rare).

In some hotels, motels, and similar establishments, prostitution

presents problems. Most major cities have prostitutes who find willing
customers among hotel and motel guests. It is not uncommon for

guests to meet prostitutes in bars and invite them to their hotel rooms.

Sometimes guests give their room keys to prostitutes who promise to

come to the hotel room. Often they do. Sometimes, however, they

merely give or sell the keys to professional thieves.

Major hotels, motels, and similar properties normally provide

safe—deposit boxes for guests. In most establishments, these are located
in the front office and are exactly the same as those used by banks.

Some, however, provide in—room safes. In contrast, smaller and older

properties, including small inns and motels, may provide nothing
more than a single safe in the front office where valuables can be

placed.
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Fire and smoke represent continuing threats in most lodging

operations. Sometimes guests accidentally start fires in their rooms.

During the day, when people are awake, this is a difficult enough

problem; at night, when guests are asleep, it is a terrifying threat to
life. Newer establishments have smoke detectors and alarms to signal

fire stations and to alert employees. But such systems are not univer-

sally required, and fire continues to be a danger. The security depart-

ment of a large hotel in a major city may include personnel who

patrol all floors of the building at night with watchmen’s time clocks,

looking for any signs of smoke or fire as well as for any other poten-

tial threats to guests.

Unsafe conditions that exist within the lodging property present a

very serious threat to the welfare of guests and employees. Therefore,

identifying, reporting, and remedying such conditions is of major

importance in any lodging operation. Doing so is not the sole province

of security, however; it is or should be one element in the job of every

lodging employee. For example, room attendants who note frayed elec-

tric cords on hair dryers, lamps, televisions, or other appliances should

be trained to report these so that repairs can be made.

Similarly, instances of torn carpets, broken glass, burned-out lights

in stairwells, broken chairs or other pieces of furniture, elevators that

do not function properly—all such hazards should be reported imme-

diately by the employees who spot them, to prevent unnecessary harm

or injury to guests and to other employees.

An important element in providing security for the guests of hotels,

motels, and similar properties is that group of individuals known as

the security staff. As indicated previously, they may be hotel or motel

employees, or they may work for an outside company that provides

security services on contract.

Larger properties may have some security personnel in uniform,

while others work in plain clothes. Many of those employed as security

personnel have backgrounds in law enforcement and are trained to

spot people who are likely to present problems—potential thieves, con-
fidence artists, prostitutes, and others. Security personnel are often

placed in locations from which they can observe everyone who enters

and exits the property. Resort properties, such as the Mountain Inn,

often follow this procedure. They may employ a director of security,

who supervises several security guards who work in plain clothes.

Some may observe entrances and exits, while others mingle with

guests in bars, nightclubs, and other recreational facilities.

By contrast, the large transient hotels and motels in major cities

may install closed—circuit television cameras to monitor entrances, cor-
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Security is one of
the most important
services provided
to protect guests
from harm and to

safeguard their
property. Security
personnel in many
hotels monitor
some areas with

cameras to provide
maximum

coverage with
minimal staff.

(Photo courtesy of
Pinkerton Security

& Investigation
Services.)

ridors, storage facilities, and other important areas. Properties such as

the Kensington commonly have modern closed—circuit television net-
works that are used to monitor a number of areas in these proper-

ties—particularly areas that are deserted at night and those from
which food, liquor, and other hotel property may be stolen. In the

Kensington and similar properties, employee entrances are typically
locked during late evening and night hours, and security guards are

posted at these entrances during the day to prevent their use by unau-
thorized individuals.

Small motels and similar properties cannot normally afford the

number and type of security personnel employed in the larger opera-

tions just described. In the small property, the owner or manager, who
is normally on premises most or all of the time, typically serves as the

security staff. On a small scale, he must attend to all the security rou-
tines for which major city hotels employ security staff. Typically, this

means keeping watch for suspicious or unusual activities. In the Value

Lodge, for example, the owner must note carefully who enters and
leaves the rooms and watch for strangers attempting unauthorized

entry. The owner of such a property will normally walk throughout his

property several times during the evening.
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Most commercial hotels, motels, and similar lodging properties pro-

vide more than the basics, in keeping with the wishes of their guests.

The majority provide additional services, some of which are listed

above in group 2. Because the number of possibilities is so great, we

will restrict the following discussion to those listed earlier in the chap-

ter, which are those most often provided by the operators of hotels,

motels, and similar properties.

The extent to which these services are provided to guests will vary.

Some motels will provide few if any of them and some luxury hotels

may provide them all; other hotels, motels, and similar lodging proper-
ties will offer a limited number.

One of the most common and important of the services and opera-

tions offered in lodging operations is front service.

> Front Service

Front service is a term used to identify the operation that provides a

variety of useful and desirable personal services for guests. These

The front-service staff
Consists of uniformed

personnel with such job
titles as beilperson,

concierge, and
doorperson (pictured
right). (Photo courtesy
of The Park Hyatt Hotel,

Washington, DC.)
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include attended service at the front door for handling luggage, obtain-

ing taxicabs, and opening doors; escorting guests from the front desk
to the assigned accommodations, as discussed in the section on

check-in; carrying luggage for guests; opening guest room doors for

those having difficulty with their keys; delivering newspapers, mail,

packages, or telephone messages to guests’ rooms; providing informa-
tion about restaurants, theaters, shopping, and sightseeing (if this is

not done at the front desk); making reservations or providing tickets,

or attending to both of these, for shows, tours, sporting events, and

transportation.

The employees engaged in front service’ are normally uniformed
and have such job titles as bellman or bellperson, doorman or door-

person, baggage porter, concierge, superintendent of service. People in
these positions are typically paid low hourly wages and receive gratu-
ities or tips from those for whom they perform services.

P TEIEDIIOIIE

Telephone service has the obvious goal of providing a means for
voice communication for guests and employees. Additionally, a tele-

phone communication system may be used to provide guests with
voice mail, wake-up services, and the means for sending and receiv-

ing fax messages. In some properties, guest rooms are equipped with
the necessary jacks for linking laptop and notebook computer
modems to the telephone system——a requirement of growing num-

bers of guests.

Today, the telephone service in most lodging establishments is
automated. Guests in many hotels and motels can dial local and

long-distance calls directly. Charges are calculated by computerized
call accounting systems and automatically charged to guest accounts.

Telephone operators in major metropolitan hotels do not make indi-
vidual wake-up calls to guests: these are now accomplished by com-

puter. And in many properties, guest rooms are equipped with clock
radios so that guests no longer need wake-up calls.

In some properties——the Kensington, for example—the telephone

system is operated as a separate department, with round—the—clock
operator service available. In others—typically smaller establishments
such as the Value Lodge—the telephone operation is actually part of
the front office operation. The desk clerk on duty serves as telephone

operator in addition to other duties.
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> Food and Beverage

The food and beverage operation can be critical to the overall success

of some lodging operations. For a number of luxury establishments,

the quality of the food and beverage products offered in the restau-

rants and bars are among their major attractions.

For those hotels, motels, and similar lodging operations that offer

food and beverage services, the primary goal of the operation is to pro-

vide food and beverage products and services that meet the quality

standards established by the owners and managers.

Food and beverage operations in lodging establishments offer their

services in three distinctly different types of facilities.

1. Restaurants and bars

2. Guests’ rooms '

3. Banquet rooms

Restaurants and Bars

Many commercial hotels, motels, and similar lodging operations oper-

ate food and beverage facilities that are normally open to guests of the

property and to the public at large. These facilities include formal and

informal restaurants—specialty restaurants, coffee shops, snack bars,

and cafeterias among them—as well as bars, cocktail lounges, and
nightclubs.

The type and quality of food and beverage products and services

available to guests in lodging establishments vary, of course, from

one establishment to another. Some properties—-motels, most com-

monly— provide only vending machines with packaged foods.
Other motels have vending machines that contain frozen meals,

which can be cooked with microwave ovens installed in the lobby

or near guests’ rooms. By contrast, many luxury hotels take pride in

providing the finest food and beverage products and services avail-

able. These properties have talented staffs of professionals in their

food and beverage departments who are the equals of those in the

finest restaurants. In between these two extremes are the majority

of hotels, motels, and similar lodging establishments—those that

serve guests and customers from the surrounding community foods

and beverages that are comparable to those served in most restau-
rants.
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Guests’ Rooms

Most first—class and luxury hotels provide room service, a type of ser-

vice that provides guests with food and beverages that may be ordered
from and consumed in their rooms.

The most popular meal for room service is breakfast, even though
some hotels provide room service twenty—four hours a day. Room ser-
vice menus typically include items that are similar to or the same as
those offered on menus in the public rooms. However, the prices for
items offered on room service menus are normally higher than regular

menu prices. 7
Even with higher prices, however, room service is not always a

profitable enterprise. One of the primary reasons is that room service
is labor intensive and relatively inefficient. It is necessary to have a

separate staff of servers for room service, and these individuals may
have few orders and little work much of the time. In addition, deliver~

ing room service orders can be a very slow and time~consuming busi-

Room service, available

in all fine hotels, provides
food and beverage

service in guests’ rooms.
Here, a server at the

famed Hyatt Regency in
St. Louis delivers

breakfast to a guest on a
mobile cart, often called
a room-service table.

(Photo courtesy of Hyatt
Regency St. Louis at
Union Station.)
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ness: food that comes from the main kitchen often must be trans-

ported great distances to guest rooms. For all of these reasons, labor

cost associated with a given room service order is higher than that for

the same item served in a public restaurant.

Banquet ROOMS

Most establishments with extensive food and beverage facilities make

concerted efforts to attract banquet business. The term banquet is

used to refer to the prearranged service of food and beverages to a

group of people in a private room not in use as a public dining room.

Banquet business is normally very profitable—often more profitable

than restaurant or bar business—because exact numbers of guests are

guaranteed in advance, making it comparatively easy to achieve

planned food and labor costs.

The availability of food and beverage products and services in

some or all of the above can increase the appeal of a given property to

potential lodging customers. Some guests return to particular lodging

operations time after time because of the excellent food offered in the

dining room or because of the superior wine list available. Some may

enjoy the great luxury of having breakfast or some other meal served

"in the comfort and privacy of a guest room or suite. In some
instances, those planning one or another type of banquet function will

reserve sleeping rooms in the hotel, bringing revenue that would oth-

erwise not have come to the property. Sometimes groups will select a

particular hotel and reserve large numbers of rooms for a convention

because the hotel has the capacity to provide banquet service for a

very large group—five hundred or more people. The presence of a

food and beverage operation can be very important in a lodging oper-

ation and can make a difference in the amount of revenue the prop-

erty can generate both from food and beverage sales and from room
sales.

P Recreation and Entertainment

Recreation and entertainment can be major factors in attracting guests

to a lodging operation. In some cases, one or the other of these may be

the only reason guests decide to go to a particular property. Recreation

and entertainment are broad categories that can include an array of
activities and events that guests find appealing.
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One category of recreation and entertainment includes a number
of well—known and popular athletic and sporting activities: tennis, ski-

ing, horseback riding, golf, and swimming, for example. However, this
category also includes such simple activities as Ping-Pong and pool
found in some small family resort properties.

Another category includes the nightclubs and other showplaces

featuring star—quality entertainers that one finds in many mountain
and shore resort properties across the country, in the major hotels and
motels of Las Vegas and Atlantic City, and on such closely related facil-
ities as cruise ships.

Still another category is gaming, a highly‘ profitable and very pop-

ular attraction in many of the hotels of Las Vegas and Atlantic City as
well as on Native American reservations, riverboats, and in some

areas outside the United States. Along the same line as gaming are the

bingo games, card games, and coin—operated machines of various
sorts that are available in many properties because they appeal to

guests.

The operators of lodging properties who believe the addition of
one or more of these is likely to increase the appeal of the properties,

their profitability, or both will probably attempt to include them.

P Pa|'|IiII§

Facilities for parking are of ever—growing importance to guests and
lodging operators, as more and more travelers use automobiles—those
they own and those they rent. Many properties are so far removed
from any public transportation that guests must have automobiles to
get around the local area.

Those properties surrounded by adequate land have relatively little
difficulty using it for parking—either outdoor parking near the doors
to guests’ accommodations or on a simple lot, or indoor parking in a
purpose-built structure. By contrast, many newer properties have
parking facilities within their structures, permitting guests to drive
inside buildings and to park their own cars before proceeding to lob-
bies to check in. .

A number of older hotels in the centers of cities have been forced

to arrange alternative parking. Because they had no surrounding land
and could not create parking space within their structures, many have
had to make arrangements for parking with nearby garages and lots.

Some provide pickup and delivery service, so that guests need never go
farther than the front door to leave or retrieve their vehicles.
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P Ollie!‘ Personal SEWHES

There are any number of other possibilities for offering personal ser-

vices to guests of hotels, motels, and similar lodging operations. The

following are the most common.

Banking Services

For the convenience of guests, some lodging operations provide

banking services at the front desk. Cashiers normally make change,

and in some properties they cash both personal checks and travelers

checks. Given the increased number of international travelers, a

growing number of lodging operations convert foreign currencies for
dollars.

GIIESI laundry

A large number of hotels, motels, and other commercial lodging oper-

ations provide personal laundry service to guests. In many instances,

guests can arrange for soiled shirts, blouses, underwear, and other

clothing to be collected from their rooms, laundered, and returned to

their rooms. Some even provide same-day service. Another approach

is to provide self—service facilities for guests to attend to their own

laundry by making washers, dryers, irons, and ironing boards avail-
able.

DW Cleaning

Most properties that provide laundry service also provide dry cleaning

services for guests. Guests can arrange to have suits, skirts, trousers,

and other garments collected from their rooms, cleaned, pressed, and r

returned to their rooms. As with laundry, some provide same-day ser-

vice. Dry cleaning services in hotels are normally referred to as valet
services.

Hairstyling

Many lodging properties provide facilities for men’s and women’s hair

styling. In a few properties, these are still known by the older terms

barber shop and beauty salon, terms that are disappearing from the

lodging lexicon. Some facilities offering hairstyling may also offer nail

care, cosmetics treatments, and related services.
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office Services

Some hotels, motels, and other lodging properties offer an array of

office services, primarily for business travelers. They may provide copy
machines, fax machines, computers and printers, modems, typewrit-

ers, and tape recorders for dictation. Some have this equipment—as
well as such simple items as staplers, staple removers, and paper

clips—set up in special rooms for use by guests twenty—four hours a
day. A very few will provide personal assistance on request.

Health Facilities

Because many guests are very healtheconscious and because of the
increased emphasis on exercise, a number of lodging operations pro-

vide a variety of facilities for exercise. Some have health clubs, saunas,
and steam rooms on premises. Others have set up a room or an area

with exercise equipment. Some have small swimming pools for exer-
cise. Still others assist joggers in finding appropriate routes at various

hours of the day.

Newsstands

In a lodging establishment, the term newsstand can refer to a small
counter at which a few newspapers and magazines are sold, or to a

larger enterprise selling newspapers, magazines, books, candy, cigars,
cigarettes, souvenirs, and such personal articles as disposable razors,
shaving cream, antiperspirants, toothpaste, and the like.

language SEWKES

Hotels, motels, and similar lodging establishments that accommodate
tourists and business travelers from other nations often employ indi-

viduals who are fluent in two or more languages. Such people can be

very helpful to visitors who are not fluent in English.

other Shops

Hotels and other major lodging properties in large cities are very likely

to rent space to shopkeepers who provide various goods and services to
guests as well as to people from the surrounding area. It is not unusual
to find travel agencies, jewelers, luggage shops, and clothing boutiques,

among many other possible shops, in the lobby areas of these properties.
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The availability of some or all of these commonly increases the

appeal of a hotel, motel, or similar lodging establishment to guests.

Therefore, the property offering these typically enjoys some competi-

tive advantage over those that do not.

 mg .9:51:11:mmr

It should be apparent that the several operations that are the very

essence of a lodging facility—front office, housekeeping, and security,

identified as part of group 1—as well as those that enhance the quality

of the lodging operations——front service, telephone, food and bever-

ages services, and others, identified as part of group 2—must function

effectively, both individually and as a group, for the operation to

achieveits goals.

Within the front office operation, reservations must be accurately

recorded if the room clerks are to know how many rooms they have

available to rent to persons without reservations. Room clerks must

properly record information about arriving and departing guests if the

housekeeping department is to have accurate data to perform its job.

Housekeepers must clean and prepare vacated rooms properly and

report the room numbers of made—up rooms to the front desk

promptly and accurately so that newly arrived guests can be assigned
to suitable accommodations.

In the front services operation, bellpersons checking guests into

rooms should note and report the numbers of any rooms that are not

up to standard—those with burned—out lightbulbs, damaged furniture,

or dripping faucets, for example. This information helps housekeeping

identify problems and keep guest rooms in the proper condition.

. .In the food and beverage operation, room service employees must

accurately verify the names and room numbers of guests ordering
from their rooms so that the items ordered can be delivered to the cor-

rect room quickly. Similarly, employees in restaurants must verify the

names and room numbers of guests who charge food and beverages so

that the bills of those guests can be properly charged.

Employees attending to guests’ laundry and dry cleaning require-

ments must be particularly careful to obtain and record room numbers

correctly so that garments can be returned to the right rooms and

charges for the service can be recorded on the right bills.

Because the operations in a lodging establishment are interre-

lated, all must be functioning properly and in a coordinated way for

the lodging operation to achieve its goals. When any given operation
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is not performing as designed or intended, other operations are
affected. For example, if the housekeeping operation in the Kensington

fails to clean rooms quickly, the front office operation will be affected:

room clerks may be forced to tell guests that there will be a delay in

assigning them to rooms, thus disappointing some guests and possibly
angering some others. In addition, this may affect the behavior of
room clerks toward guests.

If one or another of the lodging operations fails to perform prop-

erly, the overall operation will not achieve its goals.

 
In this chapter, lodging operations are examined. Front office, house-
keeping, and security are identified as the basic operations that are com-
mon to all lodging facilities. Front service, telephone, food and beverage,
recreation/entertainment, parking, and personal services are identified
as six additional activities not common to all lodging operations but

used selectively by some to aid in achieving their goals. Examples are
drawn from three different types of lodging properties—the Value

Lodge, the Mountain Inn, and the Kensington. Finally, the interrelated-
ness of activities in a lodging enterprise is emphasized and offered as a

basis for examining and understanding complex lodging operations.

Banquet No—Shows
Check—in On Change

Check—out Overbooking

Front Office Reservation

Front Service Room Clerk

Guaranteed Reservation Room Service

Housekeeping Walk
Information Yield Management

1. Name the three operations common to all lodging facilities.

2. List and state the goals of the four activities associated with the front
office and describe the functions of each.

3. Identify six additional services offered by some, but not all, lodging
operators.



 

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.
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What are the advantages of electronic looks over traditional locks and

metal keys?

Describe three variations on check—out procedure used by hotels,

motels, and similar facilities. -

Define the terms overbooking and no—shovv. Describe two problems

that have caused some lodging operators to overbook.

What is the goal of housekeeping?

Describe ten tasks that may be assigned to housekeeping.

List ten tasks typically involved in making a room ready for occupancy.

Why would a guest room in a luxury hotel take more time to make

ready for occupancy than one in an economy motel?

Why is it necessary to redecorate or rehabilitate guest rooms every

few years? List the kinds of tasks likely to be required for the complete

rehabilitation of a guest room in a luxury hotel.

Describe several security measures that would typically be taken in a

large center—city hotel. Contrast those with security measures typically

taken in a small motel in a rural community.

List ten guest services normally associated with front service.

identify three services provided to guests by a modern telephone

system.

List and describe three different types of facilitiesin which food and '

beverage services are available in lodging operations.

Of the services offered in the three types of food and beverage
facilities identified in number 15, which is the most profitable? Why?

is it more important for lodging properties in remote rural areas to have

parking facilities for their guests than for those located in city centers?

Why?

List eight personal services identified in the chapter that are offered by
some but not all lodging properties.

Visit a lodging property in your community. Identify the services offered

to guests. Are there any services offered in the property that are not

discussed in this chapter?
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You are the desk clerk of a local motel. The reservation department

has overbooked for the current day. Unfortunately, the anticipated

number of cancellations did not materialize, and a guest with a

confirmed reservation is now at your front desk. This particular guest

has given the telephone number of your motel to a large number of

potential buyers of his products, and many of these people will be

calling to make appointments with him. You do not have a vacant

room, so it is necessary for you to walk the guest. In your own words,

explain how you would do this. Describe what you would do, what

you would say, how you would say it, and how you would deal with

the guest if she were very angry.

You are the evening desk clerk at a motel located in a remote area in

the western part of the United States. At 9:00 P.M., you have no vacant

rooms left except for one you are holding for a Mr. Nern, an individual

with a guaranteed reservation who has not yet arrived. Your records

show that the anticipated arrival time for the guaranteed reservation

was 6:00 P.M. A woman without any reservation is at your front desk

asking if any rooms are available. You check with other lodging

establishments in the area, but find they have no vacant rooms either.

She is desperate, because the next area with lodging facilities is over

one hundred miles away. She is too tired to attempt that long drive at

this hour. What would you do?
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Hospita ity Operations

Management

After reading and studying this chapter, you should be able to:

10

11

Define the term operations management.

List and define the functions of management.

List the six steps in the organizing process.

Discuss the significance of an organization chart.

List and discuss the four steps in the control process.

Define marketing as used in hospitality operations.

List and describe the four elements of marketing.

Define the term human resources management and describe the
activities it includes.

Identify three important steps taken by management to enhance

employee safety in the workplace.

Define the term accounting and identify the two major financial

statements derived from accounting records.

Define the following terms:

a Asset

b Current assets

343
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Fixed assets

Liability

Current liability

Long—term liability

Owner’s equity
Income statement

Revenue

j Expense
k Profit

I Loss

":'(Q"‘(DD.O
12 Identify the formula for calculating each of the following:

a Food cost—to—sales ratio

b Beverage cost—to—sales ratio
c Labor cost—to—sales ratio

d Percentage of occupancy

13 Identify each of the following:

a Inventory turnover
b Return on sales ‘

c Average sale per customer

d Average rate per occupied room

14 Define the term budget.

15 Describe the importance of cost control to the management of a

’ hospitality operation.

16 Identify benefits that computers can provide for hospitality

operations.

 
Previous chapters have identified various types of hospitality establish-

ments, discussed hospitality facilities, and described basic elements

common to hospitality operations. This chapter will be an introduc-

tion to operations management in the hospitality enterprise.

Operations management is a term that requires some explanation.

In the hospitality industry and in this text, the term operations man-

agement is defined as the day—to-day activities that managers engage

in to achieve the goals of the operations they manage.

Those with any experience in professional hospitality operations

are likely to be familiar with some or all of the areas that these activi-

ties encompass, and they are known to hospitality managers by such
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traditional business terms as marketing, accounting, and human

resources management. These and others similar to them are areas in

which managers must be able to apply certain specific skills.

 
In formal texts devoted to the subject, management at all levels is often

said to have four specific functions.

1 . Planning

2. Organizing

3. Directing

4. Controlling

> Planning

Planning is the primary task of managers at all levels. At the highest

level—many refer to it as top management—planning is the process of

defining goals and objectives for an organization and determining the

appropriate means for achieving them. In its broadest sense, planning

is an attempt to define the organization’s future: to determine today

what the state of organization should be in the future—one year or five

years from now. In the hospitality industry, top management must

make plans today for the future. These are likely to center on such con-

siderations as the service products that will be offered in the future,

the rate of expansion for the organization, the rate of sales increases

necessary to sustain that growth, and the means for financing the

expansion.

To illustrate planning in one hospitality organization, we will cite

several examples from Marecki.Foods, the business and industry hos-

pitality organization described in chapter 5. In the Marecki organiza-

tion, top management is developing plans to enlarge the business.

These plans include increasing the number of clients by 10 percent per

year and expanding the company from its present regional base to one

that is more national in scope. This is an example of the type of

high—level and long-range planning that top managers do.

At the next highest level—middle management—planning tends to

be more pragmatic and more short range. In the Marecki organization,

the middle managers are the district managers. Their plans are linked

to the day-to-day realities of the units they oversee. At Marecki Foods,
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the district manager of the area that includes the Mountain Bank and

six other units is one of several middle-level managers. She works with

unit managers to plan annual budgets to submit to the main office once

a year. She also makes plans for unit renovations as needed and for

such major purchases as kitchen equipment and computer systems.

At the lowest management level——the supervisory level—~planning

tends to be for the very near term. Supervisory managers must make

plans for today, tomorrow, and next week. Their plans deal with such

problems as having adequate staff and sufficient food available in the

kitchen to prepare and serve the next meal and meals for the balance

of the week. They commonly make plans, for example, for having

enough servers and linens on hand in the dining room to prepare for

heavy demand for the next three days. In the Mountain Bank unit, the

manager plans menus as well as the food purchases necessary to pre-

pare those menus, and he plans staffing levels for the operation,

including the daily work schedules for employees.

F 0I‘§alli1iII§

Organizing follows planning as the next logical step in the manage-

ment process. It is the second function of management. After a man-

ager has developed plans designed to achieve some objective, those

plans must be carried out. That is the purpose of the additional steps

in the management pr0cess—organizing, directing, and controlling.

Organizing means coordinating the use of resources, human and
otherwise, to achieve established objectives. To organize work in a hos-

pitality operation, a manager determines how human and other
resources will be combined and activated to achieve established objec-
tives.

Organizing is accomplished by means of the following series of steps:

1. Determine what work must be done to execute plans and

achieve objectives.

Arrange that work into logical patterns or structures.

Assign the work to specific jobs.

Allocate the resources required to accomplish the work.

Coordinate the work activity.

Evaluate the results of the organizing process.

9‘5-":‘>S“!"
Assume that in the Steak Shack, the restaurant described in chap-

ter 5, the chef has completed plans to feed the expected number of cus-
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tomers for the following week. The first step in the organizing process

is to determine what must be done to carry out the plans. Clearly, food

must be ordered and a staff schedule must be set up. The second step

is to group the work into logical patterns. To do this, the chef must

decide which menu items should be prepared by each of the stations in

the kitchen. The third step is to assign the preparation of the various

menu items to specific cooks. Next, each cook will be told the number

of portions of each item to prepare and will be given recipes to use.

Additionally, the chef will make provision for the ingredients to be on
hand when needed. Next, he will coordinate the work activity, synchro-

nizing the efforts of all personnel so that the established goals will be
achieved; that is, that the various menu items will be ready on time. He

will specify the times at which roasts and potatoes are placed in ovens

and soup and sauces cookery begins so that all these items will be

properly done at the time needed. As the work proceeds, he will contin-

ually evaluate the results of the organizing process to determine

whether or not changes or alterations are required.

Once the organizing process is completed, each of the six steps

does not necessarily have to be repeated each day. When work is sa-tis-

factorily organized, it simply becomes a daily routine. Although these

daily routines should be reevaluated on a regular basis, they are

unlikely to be changed unless new, more effective or efficient ways are
found.

Hospitality organization

The work in any hospitality enterprise can be organized in any of sev-

eral ways. One way is to create departments in which the focus is on

employees whose work is logically grouped. For example, all of the

employees working in the dining room of the Steak Shack can be

grouped into one department known as the dining room service

department. This department is headed by a dining room manager and
includes all servers and bussers. Similarly, all employees working in

the front office of the Kensington hotel can be grouped into a front

office department headed by a front office manager.

organization Charts

An organization chart is simply a diagram of the formal structure of

the business organization. In a small organization like the Steak

Shack, an organization chart shows the departments in the organiza-

tion and the relationship of the departments to one another. In figure
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Organization chart:
Steak Shack

 

 

10.1, the organization chart of the Steak Shack, the lines connecting

the various departments show the reporting structure. The reporting

structure in an organization indicates to employees which workers

report to particular supervisors. From figure 10.1, it is clear that the

dining room manager and the chef both report to the general manager

of the restaurant. It is also clear that cooks and dishwashers report to

the chef, while servers and bussers reportto the dining room manager.

The owner/manager of the Steak Shack considered other possible

organizational structures before settling on the one illustrated, but

rejected them as unsuitable for this specific operation.

It is especially important in an organization to ensure that no

employee has more than one immediate supervisor——a practice identi-

fied as unity of command. If an employee reports to more than one

manager, there is a strong possibility—even a probability—that the

employee will be given opposing or contradictory instructions by these

managers. This will result in conflict and confusion. If, for example,

the chef identified in figure 10.1 were to begin giving instructions to

servers to serve plates of food from the right, the servers could become

confused and frustrated because the dining room manager had

instructed them to serve from the left. Some would be angry at being

criticized by the two managers for failing to follow directions. If the

chef wanted an item served in a particular way, the correct procedure

would be to discuss it with the dining room manager, who could, in
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turn, instruct the servers. Similarly, if the manager wanted to change a

standard recipe, she would be wrong to go directly to the cook prepar-

ing that item. Proper procedure would be for the manager to discuss it
with the chef, who would in turn instruct the cooks. When one

employee has two or more bosses giving him contradictory orders,
confusion and conflict are sure to result.

P Dil'ECti|l§

The third management function is directing. Directing is the process

of achieving organizational goals by leading, motivating, and supervis~

ing subordinates. Directing is important at all levels of management,
but it is particularly important at the supervisory level. Hospitality
operations tend to be more labor intensive than other businesses. This
means that a larger proportion of hospitality employees report to man-

agers at the supervisory level.
In the Mountain Inn, the front office manager is the supervisory

manager with responsibility for leading, motivating, and supervising
the front office staff. One of her activities aimed at fulfilling this

responsibility is to hold regular meetings with staff to deal with some
or all of a range of important topics, including procedures for handling
credit cards, dealing with complaining guests, selecting and assigning

rooms for arriving guests, and plans for room renovations over the
next six months. In addition, because the front office manager is nor-

mally at the front desk during periods of heavy arrivals, she is in an
excellent position to observe employees and to make note of problems
that should be addressed during the meetings. This is just a small sam-

Front office managers and other

supervisors commonly hold meetings of
the front office team to deal with such

important topics as procedures for
handling credit cards and selecting and
assigning rooms for arriving guests, among
many others. (Photo courtesy of Red Lion
Hotels and Inns.)  
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ple of the dozens of activities required of the front office manager of
the Mountain Inn.

The vast majority of hospitality employees report to chefs, front

office managers, dining room managers, and other supervisory man-

agers. In hospitality operations, the employees who report to supervi-

sory managers are those whose job titles are best known to the public,

including servers, desk clerks, cooks, reservationists, dishwashers,

housekeepers, and bartenders. Employees reporting to supervisory man-

agers account for as much as 90 percent of all hospitality employees. I

V controlling

The fourth function of management is controlling. Control is a

process used by managers to regulate and sometimes restrain the

actions of people in order to achieve desired goals. Controlling consists

of decisions and actions taken by managers to assure that desired

goals are achieved.

Assuming that plans are made to achieve goals and objectives, the

enterprise is organized, and managers direct the efforts of employees,

it is unlikely that goals and objectives will be achieved unless man-

agers exert control over those efforts to assure that goals will be

reached. In part, they do this by preventing incidents and problems.

The C0lItI'0l PIOCGSS

The control process consists of four steps.

1. Establish standards and standard procedures for operation.

2. Train employees to follow established standards and standard

procedures.

3. Monitor employee performance and compare actual perfor-

mance with established standards.
4. Take appropriate action to correct deviations in performance.

One example will serve to illustrate.

In the Steak Shack, one of the three soups listed on the menu is an

onion soup served with a small toasted slice of rye bread covered with

mozzarella cheese. The item is placed briefly in a broiler just before

service to melt the cheese. In recent years, the restaurant has earned a

reputation for having the best onion soup in the area, and the

owner/manager wants to keep that reputation. To do so, he must be

sure that all portions of onion soup are identical to one another day
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after day. The best way to achieve this is to establish a standard proce-

dure for preparing the item. This is done by writing a standard recipe,

a recipe that kitchen personnel are required to use each time the item

is prepared. The recipe is printed on a card and is accompanied by a
color photograph of one portion prepared as it is to appear to each
customer. Staff members must be trained to follow the recipe. If they

do so correctly and see that every portion looks like that in the photo-

graph, there is some reasonable assurance that all portions will be
identical and the reputation will be maintained. The chef must moni-

tor employee performance, comparing actual portions of onion soup

with the standard portion defined by the standard recipe and photo-

graph. Ifthere are portions that do not measure up, steps must be
taken to correct performance. The nature and type of corrective

actions will depend on what went wrong.

 
As indicated earlier in this chapter, operations management is defined

as the day—to-day activities that managers engage in to achieve the

goals of the operations they manage. These activities cover a number
of key areas, including marketing, human resources, accounting, bud-
geting, cost control, and computers. In this chapter, we will suggest
how all these key areas are linked to an operations manager’s job in the

hospitality industry. Successful performance as an operations manager

in hospitality requires considerable knowledge of these key areas. In
the course of demonstrating this, the chapter will provide a sense of

the broad range of daily activities that face the typical manager in the

hospitality business.

 x

The very best manager cannot make an enterprise meet its financial
goals if too few customers patronize it. ‘Restaurants must serve a given
number of customers per week and hotels must insure that a given

number of rooms are occupied if these hospitality operations are to be

financially healthy. Our discussion of marketing will focus on the activ-
ities associated with obtaining the number of customers or guests

required for a foodservice or lodging operation to achieve the neces-
sary degree of financial health.
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> Definition of Marketing

The American Marketing Association defines marketing very broadly.

It states that marketing is “the process of planning and executing the

conception, pricing, promotion, and distribution of ideas, goods, and

services to create exchanges that will satisfy individual and organiza-

tional objectives.”1

Whilethis definition is entirely suitable for organizations that

manufacture and sell goods that customers tend to use in their homes

and businesses, it needs to be adjusted slightly to apply to service prod-

ucts that customers tend to consume in hospitality establishments.

Our adjusted definition for hospitality operations is as follows: mar-

keting is the process of planning service products, finding the right

place to locate, and pricing and promoting products to attract suffi-

cient numbers of customers/guests and to create exchanges that will

satisfy both their needs and the goals of the hospitality enterprise.

> Elements of Marketing

The above definition has four key elements.

1 . Product

2. Place

3. Price

4. Promotion

Pffldllfl

One basic decision to be made in hospitality marketing is the nature of

the service products to be offered. To some extent, that is defined by

the characteristics of the type of establishment one intends to operate.

Some of the many possible foodservice types are discussed in chapter

4, including fast—food restaurants, family restaurants, specialty restau-

rants, fine-dining restaurants, cocktail lounges, and taverns. A number

of the possible lodging types are identified in chapter 7.

Each characteristic type of foodservice or lodging enterprise is

associated with some general type of service product line. Based on

1"AMA Board Approves New Marketing Definition,” Marketing News (March 1,
1985): p. 1.
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that knowledge, customers seeking a particular type of service product

are likely to look for the type of establishment they expect will offer it.

Among the foodservice examples cited, the Steak Shack character-

izes itself as a neighborhood family restaurant, and has a product line

consisting of eight entrees that are among those most favored by resi-

dents of the area. By contrast, Frog’s Pub, which caters to an entirely

different group of people, has chosen to emphasize imported beers-

36 varieties—and to treat its hospitality product line as secondary.

Among the lodging examples, the Kensington is a luxury hotel offering

the full range of services and amenities normally associated with that

type of property, while the Value Lodge is clearly a budget operation

offering clean, comfortable sleeping accommodations but few addi-
tional services.

Plate

The second element in hospitality marketing is place. In the hospital-

ity world, place is a synonym for location. The location of a hospitality

operation can be an essential element in its marketing effort.

Physical location is critical to the success of many hospitality oper-

ations. A family restaurant like the Steak Shack must generally be

located within a reasonable driving distance of the population it

intends to serve. By contrast, any fast—food restaurant must be in the

immediate vicinity of its customers to attract great numbers of them.

In the lodging industry, it is well-known that location is probably the

single most important consideration. If the Value Lodge were not situ-

ated within sight of an exit from a major interstate highway, it proba-

bly would not attract enough customers to survive.

For marketing managers, physical location is a fact of life that can-

not normally be changed: hotels, motels, restaurants, and bars do not

normally change locations. One of the major challenges of marketing

is to develop a product line that is suitable for the existing location.

The third element in hospitality marketing is price; that is, the prices

charged for hospitality service products—menu prices in a restaurant,

room rates in a lodging operation. In general, customers and guests

tend to be more easily attracted to operations with lower prices and

rates than to similar establishments that charge more. Price is only one

consideration, however, in the consumer’s decision to purchase a ser-

vice product from one operation rather than from another. The three
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other elements of marketing—product, location, and promotion-may

also play important roles in the decision—making process.

Establishing the price structure for any hospitality operation is a

difficult process. Unfortunately, there is no simple formula that will

enable one to determine the right price structure. Many judgments

must be made, most of which are subjective.

Menu pricing is one of the most difficult challenges facing hospi-

tality operators. If menu prices are too high, customers may go else-

where. If they are too low, the establishment may not be profitable. At

the Mountain Bank, where operating costs are subsidized, menu prices

are kept low to encourage bank employees to’ use the facility and to

remain on premises throughout the working day. The Steak Shack has

earned an excellent reputation for superior food, and menu prices can

be somewhat higher than would be possible without that reputation.

The same basic problem of pricing faces operations managers in

the lodging industry. If room rates are higher than those in similar

operations nearby, customers may patronize those competing estab-

lishments. If, for example, the room rates in the Value Lodge were $10

per night higher than those in a comparable new motel just across the

highway, the Goodsons would lose considerable business.

To establish menu prices for food and beverages or rates for hotel

rooms, operations managers take the following factors into account.

1. Product costs: ingredient costs in a restaurant, or such costs as
bed and bath linen in a hotel or motel

Labor costs, including benefits and payroll taxes
Overhead costs

Prices at competing establishments

The effect of prices on the numbers of customers or guests

likely to patronize the establishment

.U‘:"S*’!"
It should be obvious that hospitality operations cannot operate

profitably if the prices or rates charged are less than the product costs.

Also, operating costs are not limited to product costs: there are labor

costs and such overhead costs as real estate taxes, telephone bills,

insurance bills, utility bills, cleaning supplies, and others. All of these

costs must be taken into account before setting menu prices and room

rates, because there must be adequate revenue from product sales to

cover all costs of operation.
Labor costs reflect both the levels of skill and the amounts of

employee time required to prepare service products for sale. These

must be factored into the menu prices and room rates. For example,
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fine—dining establishments employ talented and highly paid chefs and

cooks because they have the high level skills required to prepare the
menu items. In contrast, most fast—food restaurants can operate suc-

cessfully with relatively unskilled employees who earn far lower wages.

The menu prices at both of these types of establishments reflect the

levels of difficulty and amounts of employee time required to prepare

menu items. These differences help to account for the higher menu

prices charged in fine-dining establishments than those charged in
fast-food restaurants.

The same considerations are important in lodging operations. In

luxury hotels like the Kensington, labor costs are much higher than

those in budget motels like the Value Lodge. The higher room rates

charged by luxury hotels reflect greater numbers of employees and the

higher levels of skills they bring to their jobs.

For the majority of hospitality operations, neither menu prices nor
room rates should be established until one has considered prices in

competing operations. Those who ignore the prices of their competi-

tors risk having potential customers and guests go elsewhere.

Hospitality operators who seek to attract a large number of cus-

tomers or guests usually establish low prices. For example, one of the

major reasons for the success of fast—food hamburger chains has been

this ability to attract many customers by pricing their products low.

They are able to make a satisfactory level of profit by instituting strict
controls over costs. For many foodservice operations, low pricing is a

key element in marketing. This has also been the case in a number of
the successful budget motel chains.

Promotion

The fourth element in hospitality marketing is promotion. For hospi-

tality operators, promotion is the process of informing, influencing,

and persuading customers to purchase their service products. There

are five types of promotional activities.

1. Personal selling

2. Advertising

3. Sales promotion

4. Merchandising
5. Public relations

Personal selling. Personal selling requires personal contact between

buyer and seller. It typically takes place in a face-to—face encounter.
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Personal selling enables a salesperson to communicate directly with a

buyer——to ask and answer questions and to use personal powers of per-

suasion to sell the service product. In restaurants, servers come in

direct contact with customers. Each server is in an excellent position

to engage in personal selling—to make suggestions and respond posi-

tively to questions, with the aim of increasing sales. In addition,

servers can be trained to promote the sale of those items with the high-

est profit margin—the items that it is in the best interests of the estab-

lishment to sell in greater quantities. In lodging operations, desk clerks

come in direct contact with guests. The desk clerk is also in an excel-

lent position to engage in personal selling—to suggest accommoda-

tions that may be larger, more luxuriously appointed or better located,

and at higher rates than the more basic accommodations. Personal

selling can be a major sales tool in hospitality operations.

Advertising. Advertising is paid, nonpersonal communication directed

to potential buyers. A vast number of hospitality organizations pro-

mote their service products by advertising. Advertising is costly, how-

ever, and most organizations have limited amounts of money to use for

purchasing advertising.

One of the important goals in advertising is to reach specific

potential customers and to avoid reaching those who cannot or will

not purchase the advertised service product. The familiar term market

refers to a group of people who are willing and able to purchase a

product. The owner/manager of the Steak Shack has identified as his

market those families living within easy driving distance and having

upper-middle—class incomes. The Goodsons, owners/managers of the

Value Lodge, have identified transient travelers on Interstate 80 as
their market.

Once a hospitality operator has decided to advertise his establish-

ment, he must then decide where to advertise. There are a number of

possibilities from which to choose, including broadcast/cable televi-

sion, radio, newspapers, magazines, outdoor ads, direct mail, and

even the yellow pages——a directory of business telephone numbers

readily available to everyone. There are both advantages and disad-

vantages associated with the use of each of these for hospitality adver-

tising.

Sales Promotion. A sales promotion is an inducement offered by a

seller to persuade a buyer to make an immediate purchase. Sales pro-

motions are intended to persuade consumers to take action immedi-

ately rather than to wait. In hospitality operations, sales promotions
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are intended to attract customers to an establishment immediately, or

at least to make reservations immediately for dining or lodging.

Hospitality operators frequently offer sales promotions to increase

business. Some restaurants offer entrees at reduced prices on specific

nights. For example, the manager of the Steak Shack has developed a

sales promotion for his slowest night, Monday, offering a 50 percent

discount on all fried shrimp dinners.‘ One aim is to attract business

during slow periods. By contrast, Frog’s Pub offers a 50 percent dis-

count on the special imported beer of the week on Monday and Tues-

day afternoons between the hours of 4:30 P.M. and 6:00 P.M. This would

be illegal in some places, but not in the area where Frog’s Pub is
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day’s dinershave a nearly unlimited choice of places to eat.

Every day, manycof these diners go to the yellow pages of the
_ telephone directory to help choose a restaurant. They use the yel~

‘ low pages-because of the availability of such information as type
I of food, location, value, ihealthy food choices, and quick service.

- According to Statistical Research, Inc., adult American con-
_ sumers referred to the yellow pages restaurant headings an

e estimated 1.3billion times in one recent year. This makes the

, restaurant's heading the second most referenced heading in

T the yellow -pages——a statistic that has been constant for approxi-

mately ten years. A

Almost nine out often yellow pages users answering a recent sur-
L vey indicated that they did respond to restaurant ads in the yellow

, pages, and that about 75 percent of these made purchases. About 37

percent were new customers to the restaurants they patronized.

When they call, customers are reportedly seeking information about

The menu _
Times and days the restaurant is open
Exact location A

Possible deliveryrservice pp

Reservations policy

Dress code A V 7

Other services available-—catering facilities, private rooms, and
so on T i

Adapted from an article in Restaurants USA, August, I995.

located. In the lodging industry, sales promotions are also very com—

mon. In the Kensington, a center—city property where weekend busi-

ness is light, there is a discounted weekend package for two that

includes a room for two nights, breakfast from room service, dinner in

the dining room, and theater tickets.

Merchandising. Merchandising is a term used to describe those actions

taken to increase sales to those customers who are already in the

establishment. Merchandising differs from sales promotion. Sales pro-
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motions are aimed at attracting new customers to the establishment;

merchandising activities are designed to increase sales to existing cus-

tomers——diners seated at tables in the dining room, or guests who are

passengers in hotel elevators, for example.

Merchandising tools used by hospitality operators include posters,

carefully written menus, literature placed in guest rooms, table tent

cards in a dining room, and displays of breads, desserts, fruits, and

wines. Some restaurants use dessert carts; others may use tent cards to

merchandise specific desserts. In the Steak Shack, tent cards on tables

promote the sales of desserts, especially fruit pies. In the Kensington,

signs in the elevator promote reservations in the gourmet dining room,

while literature in the rooms promotes the hairstylist.

Public Relations. Public relations is a term used to refer to those activi-

ties and efforts designed to do any of the following: (1) improve or

enhance the image or reputation of an organization; (2) promote the

organizations name; or (3) improve an organization's relations with its

employees, customers, suppliers, stockholders, or any other individu-

als or groups thought to be important to the organization.

Public relations activities and efforts can take many forms. Sup—

porting local charities or sponsoring worthwhile activities is one form.

ccording to the vice president for marketing for Hampton

nns, “Instead of opening the newspaper or turning on the

TV or making a phone call to buy a product, people will be

p turning on the computer.” In fact, many are already hailing the
information superhighway, the Internet, as the wave of the

future. Best ewestern, Choice Hotels, Hampton Inns, Holiday

, Inn, and Hyatt already have property directories on line, L

g is making it possiblefor potential guests to determine whether

or not a“ particular chain of hotels or motels has a property in e
a given city or town; Others are soon to follow. Some are

- ‘ alreadyebeginning to take the next step: allowing guests to

book reservations over thelnternet. Several chains, including L
Best Western, are testing direct booking ofreservations, and
many others will be doing the same in the near future. . I I

I Adapted’ from an article Lodging, July, ‘I 995.
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The owner of Frog’s Pub sponsors a little league team by purchasing

uniforms, and the management of the Kensington hosts a fund-raising

dinner once each year with the proceeds going to purchase equipment

for the local hospital.

All of the four elements of marketing discussed above—-product,

place, price, and promotion—are important components in the mar-
keting efforts of hospitality organizations of every size and type. Deci-
sions about marketing are major concerns in operations management,

so managers of hospitality establishments must understand the com-
ponents of marketing and be prepared to use them effectively.

 
The hospitality industry is labor intensive, meaning that many people
are needed to do the work required in the hundreds of thousands of

hospitality operations in the United States. Of all the resources avail-
able to hospitality managers, none are of greater value than human
resources.

This industry is known to have a high rate of employee turnover, a
term used to refer to the number of new employees required to replace

employees who have left. It is not unusual for a hospitality operation
to have an employee turnover rate of 100 percent during the course of
a year.

Because of the ongoing need to retain present employees as well as
to hire and train new employees, hospitality managers commonly

spend considerable amounts of time with various activities that are
commonly grouped under the heading of human resources.

F Human RESOIIICES Management Defined

Dr. Mary L. Tanke, in her book Human Resources Management, defines
human resources management as “the implementation of the strate-

gies, plans, and programs required to attract, motivate, develop,
reward, and retain the best people to meet the organizational goals

and operational objectives of the hospitality enterpris.e.”2
From this definition, it is quite clear that human resources is a

broad field that includes a number of specialized areas, including plan-

 

ZMary’ L. Tanke, Human Resources Management (Albany: Delmar Publishers, 1990).
p. 5. ’
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ning staff requirements, recruiting suitable applicants, selecting new

employees, orienting them to the organization, providing them with

the proper training, conducting performance appraisals, developing

suitable compensation and benefits packages, attending to their vari-

ous health and safety considerations, and making every reasonable

effort to retain the services of personnel in whom a great deal of time

and effort has been invested. And in organizations with employees cov-

ered by contracts negotiated by labor unions, labor relations consti-

tutes another yet another specialized challenge.

The activities cited above are the major responsibilities of a human

resources manager. In one sense, all managers are human resources

managers, because working with people and supervising their activi-

ties is a human resources activity and is a major part of any supervi-

sor’s job. In large organizations with extensive human resources depart-

ments, such as the Kensington, supervisory managers are relieved of

the need to attend to all the details of recruiting, selecting, and training

employees for their departments. However, in a number of smaller

organizations, such as the Steak Shack and the Value Lodge, human

resources activities are somewhat limited because managers have lim-
ited time to devote to them. We will discuss the human resources activ-

ities to which managers in these circumstances would be most likely to
devote their limited time.

P Recruiting Applicants

Recruiting is a process used by managers to find suitable applicants

to fill vacant jobs. It may begin when there are actual vacancies to be

filled because employees have left. Alternatively, it may begin in antici-

pation of Vacancies that are likely to occur in the near future. This is a

wise approach in an industry with high rates of employee turnover.

Hospitality managers have found that applicants for particular jobs

can be found by means of recommendations made by current employ-

ees, unsolicited resumes received in the mail, walk—ins, classified

advertisements in newspapers, public and private employment agen-

cies, vendors, unions, colleges and universities, trade journals, and

competitors.

The decision whether or not to use any one of these sources will

depend on the nature of the jobs to be filled. Many hospitality opera-

tions with labor contracts are required to seek new employees for jobs

covered by the union contract through the union hiring hall. Appli-

cants for jobs other than those covered by a union contract may be

obtained through classified advertisements in the help wanted sections
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of newspapers. In contrast, entry—level management trainees can often
be recruited at colleges and universities. Candidates for supervisory

positions and for such skilled positions as chef and front office man-
ager often come from employment agencies.

> Job Descriptions

Before attempting to recruit anyone for any position, a manager must

have a clear idea of the specific duties and tasks that someone in that

position will be required to carry out. This is to say that there should
be a job description for every job in any hospitality enterprise. As the
term implies, job descriptions are detailed written statements that
describe jobs. In many instances, job descriptions list very specific
duties and directions for performing jobs. The job description for any

specific job should answer three important questions.

1. What is to be done?

2. When is it done?

3. Where is it done?

A job description typically has three parts.

1. A heading that states the job title and the department in which
the job is located. In some organizations, the heading may include
such information as the number of positions with that particular job

title, the specific hours, days, or shifts worked by those with the job
title, and the supervisor to whom those with that job title report.

2. A summary of the duties of the job, typically written in para-

graph forrn. The summary enables the reader quickly to gain a basic
understanding of the nature and purpose of the job. By reading the
summaries of all the jobs in a particular department, one could obtain

a great deal of information about the department in a very short
period. This might be of great benefit to a new manager, for example.

3. A list of the specific duties assigned to the job. These should be
as detailed as possible, to the point that well—written job descriptions
can be used as step—by-step instructions for doing the work required of
those holding the jobs. As we will see, having job descriptions can be of
great value to those charged with appraising employee performance.

A job description is particularly important for prospective employ-
ees. By having detailed descriptions of the ‘duties required, job appli-
_cants and newly hired workers know specifically what is to be done by
someone holding a particular job.
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Job descriptions are also very important for employers. They

enable employers to hold employees accountable for doing the work

assigned to a job. Employees who have read job descriptions but fail to

perform the assigned work cannot successfully use the age-old excuse,

“Nobody ever told me I had to do this.”

Job descriptions offer the added benefit of forcing managers to

assign specific work to each job holder. If all the normal duties of a

department are identified with specific job descriptions, the‘ depart-

ment will be better organized and will operate more smoothly.

Figure 10.2 is an example of the kind of job description that one

might find in a foodservice enterprise. Note the degree of detail pro-
Vided.

Figure 10.2

Steak Shack Job Description

JOB TITLE: Server

SUPERVISOR: Dining Room Manager
WORKING HOURS: Schedule varies: hours and days vary each week.

JOB SUMMARY: Server reports in uniform at scheduled time, sets up stations, and follows standard service
procedures.

DUTIES:

1. Following the appearance standards identified below, server reports in uniform to supervisor at scheduled time.
Appearance standards are as follows:

a. Uniform. Servers provide own uniforms: black pants or skirt; white dress shirt with long sleeves and buttoned
cuffs; black bow tie; polished black shoes with flat heels (no high heels). Server will be given a weekly allowance
to care for uniform, which must be clean at the start of each shift.

b. Personal grooming. Servers must be showered or bathed just before reporting to work; underarm deodorant
required; clean fingernails; hair clean and neat; no excessive jewelry.

Males:

a. Clean shaven preferred. Mustache permitted if neat and trimmed.
b. No facial or ear jewelry.
c. Hair cannot extend beyond shirt collar.

Females:

a. No excessive jewelry, makeup, or perfume.

b. Long hair must be in hair net.
c. No long false nails.

2. Server sets up tables in station assigned by dining room manager.

3. After opening, server attends to guests seated in assigned station by pouring water, taking food and drink orders,
placing orders in kitchen and bar, picking up and serving food and drink, presenting check(s) to guest(s), and clear-

ing/resetting tables. Service standards are as follows: serve food from guests left, beverages from right; remove
china, glassware, and flatware from right.
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> Selecting Applicants for Employment

One purpose of the recruiting effort is to develop a sizable pool of

applicants from which the best person for a job can be selected. The

value of job descriptions for this purpose should be evident. In their

efforts to obtain sufficient information about applicants to ensure the

selection of the best one, human resources personnel use a number of

common "tools." These include application forms, résumés, selection

tests, interviews, and background checks. The following constitutes a

standard selection process used by many organizations.

1. Preliminary interview

2. Application form
3. Selection test

4. Interview

5. Reference check and background investigation
6. Selection

7. Physical examination

Some or all of these are normally included in the selection process fol-
lowed by managers in hospitality firms. However, each hospitality firm

tends to develop its own preferred routine for selecting the best candi-
date. ~

P orientation Of NEW EIIIDIOUEES

All new employees should be given a suitable orientation to the orga-

nization prior to their first day of work. New employees normally have

some concern and uncertainty about beginning a job, and it is impor-

tant to get them started with as little uneasiness as possible. In addi-
tion, some basic information should be given to every new employee.

In most well—managed hospitality organizations, basic orientation
includes

1. Organization policies, procedures, and rules. Among the con-

cerns to be addressed are wages, work hours, overtime, sick leave, time

cards, insurance, and keys, among others. In the hospitality industry,

answers must be provided for such common questions as, “What

meals do employees get?” "How do I get a clean uniform?” “Where do I

change into uniform?” “How does the health insurance plan work?”

2. The mission and objectives of the organization. It is important

that every employee in the organization work toward the same goals
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and that the goals be understood by every employee from the very first

day on the job.

3. A tour of the work area to point out offices and facilities with

which all employees. should be familiar. The tour should include

opportunities for the introduction of such personnel as the chef or the

front office manager—any managers with whom workers should be

acquainted.

, Some organizations rely on a mentor system to provide each new

employee with a more complete orientation. A new employee will be

paired with an experienced employee who will "show him the ropes.”

For example, a cook who has been with the Steak Shack for ten years

may be made the mentor for a new cook. The experienced cook could

give the new cook an orientation tour of the property and kitchen,

pointing out such details as the locker room, storeroom, specific pieces

of equipment, requisitions, recipes, uniforms, and refrigerators. The

experienced cook might also explain the chef’s policies for reporting to

work, cleaning equipment, laundering uniforms, and other matters. In

the Kensington, a new desk clerk might be paired with an employee of

some years of experience who would give the new employee a tour of

the property, pointing out particular elements with which any desk
clerk should be familiar.

F Tlaillillfl EIIIDIOUEES

Training is generally required of all new employees—even those who

come to an organization with considerable experience. Every hospital-

ity operation has its own way of doing things—its own methods for

performing tasks and accomplishing work. It is important, therefore,

that people who already know how to perform a job be shown the spe-

cific methods and procedures used by the organization for which they

have just started to work. For those who are inexperienced, more for-

mal training is likely to be needed.

Training can be done on an individual basis, or it can be done in

groups. Individual training is undoubtedly the most effective, but it is

very expensive: the trainer must devote time to training only one per-
son at a time.

Training can be done on the job oryoff the job. On—the—job training

is commonly used with experienced workers who need only be shown

the methods used by the hospitality operation. For example, the new

cook in the Steak Shack may be put to work immediately under the
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guidance of an experienced cook who will show the new cook such
details as how requisitions for supplies are filled out, how orders are

, placed for menu items, and how the establishment garnishes particu-
lar menu items.

For inexperienced employees, on—the-job training can be used
effectively when their work can be easily monitored and corrected
before it has negative impact on customers or when new employees

can work side by side with experienced workers. For example, a new
desk clerk in the Mountain Inn can be trained effectively if assisted by

an experienced clerk. The experienced clerk can show the new
employee the normal routine for checking in new guests and checking
out departing guests.

P Employee Safety

Another important human resources concern in hospitality operations

is employee safety. Accidents are costly to both employees and employ-
ers—costly in terms of lost wages, medical bills, and higher insurance

premiums, among the many possibilities. Therefore, when feasible,
responsible employers prefer to develop educational campaigns and
training programs aimed at improving safety in the workplace and
reducing the number of accidents. Efforts to do this normally come
under the heading of human resources.

One agency of the federal government, the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA), sets safety and health standards

for workers in the United States. The basic standard is that an

employee’s workplace should be free from recognized hazards—those
that are likely to cause physical harm to the employee. Most states

have also adopted legislation aimed at protecting workers from physi-
cal hazards.

The potential for physical harm in the hospitality industry is at
least as great as that in many other industries. Such areas as kitchens,
bars, stairwells, guest rooms and baths, boiler rooms, elevator shafts,

and many others present great potential for physical harm. Manage-
ment must take three important steps to enhance employee safety in

the workplace.

1. Know the applicable federal, state, and local safety regulations,

and take all necessary and appropriate actions to comply.

2. Develop policies, procedures, methods, guidelines, and work
rules aimed at maintaining a safe work environment for all

employees.
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3. Conduct appropriate safety training for all categories of

employees, giving special emphasis to those who work with

potentially dangerous materials and equipment.

Human resources issues are major concerns in operations man- ‘

agement, so managers of hospitality establishments must have consid-

erable knowledge and understanding of this broad» subject and be pre-

pared to make critical decisions in this all—important area.

 

Accounting has been broadly defined as the process of identifying,

measuring, and communicating economic information to permit

informed judgments and decisions by users of the information. In

practical terms, it is the process of analyzing, recording, classifying,

reporting, and interpreting financial infonnation that reflects the

financial condition of an organization. Accounting principles are the

rules generally accepted by the accounting profession for analyzing,

recording, classifying, reporting, and interpreting this financial infor-
mation.

A hospitality manager should have sufficient knowledge of

accounting principles to be able to look at information provided by an

accountant, understand it, and make judgments about the financial

condition of the organization. This is one reason that educational pro-

grams in hospitality management commonly include at least one

course in financial accounting.

> Financial Accounting

Financial accounting is a branch of accounting concerned with ana-

lyzing, recording, classifying, and summarizing the day-to-day transac-

tions that occur inan organization. Analyzing means preparing data to

be recorded. Recording means entering data into the formal records of

the organization. Classifying is arranging the data into useful cate-

gories, so that data will be reported in a way that can be understood.

Reporting is summarizing the information into statements for man-

agers, owners, and others.

Some people think of financial accounting as bookkeeping, and

indeed bookkeeping is one part of financial accounting. Bookkeeping

is record keeping; it is clerical in nature and a fundamental element in

accounting.
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> The Accounting cycle

Accounting cycle is a term that refers to a sequence of procedures
used to record and summarize transactions for an accounting period,

to organize the summary data into financial reports, called statements,
and to prepare for the next sequential accounting period. The normal
accounting period is one year. Accounting data, however, are typically
summarized monthly and used to prepare monthly statements.

The two most important financial statements prepared by accoun-
tants are balance sheets and income statements.

P Balance Sheet

A balance sheet is a financial statement that lists the assets, liabilities,

and the value of ownership claims to the assets of a business on a spe-

cific date. Figure 10.3 shows a balance sheet for the Steak Shack; fig-
ure 10.4 shows a balance sheet for the Value Lodge. A

ASSECS

On the left—hand side of the balance sheet are the assets of an organiza-

tion. An asset is anything of value. Any asset belonging to an organiza-

tion belongs on the organization’s balance sheet. Examples of assets
are cash, food, beverages, furniture, and automobiles.

Assets are ‘classified as current assets or fixed assets.

current Assets. Current assets are those that are not expected to last

beyond one year. They are normally used up in the course of doing
business. Current assets are listed on the balance sheet in order of liq-

uidity. The term liquidity refers to the ease with which an asset can be
converted into cash. Obviously, cash is the most liquid of all assets, so

it is listed first. In figures 10.3 and 10.4, accounts receivable (money

owed to a business) are listed second and are followed by such other
current assets as food in the Steak Shack and cleaning supplies in the

Value Lodge.

Fixed Assets. Fixed assets are those that will last beyond one year. In

figure 10.3, the fixed assets of the Steak Shack are identified as furni-
ture, equipment, and an automobile. In figure 10.4, the fixed assets of
the Value Lodge are listed as land, building, furniture, equipment, and
an automobile. Note that the values of some of the fixed assets have



Figure 10-3 Steak Shack Balance Sheet, December 31, 19XX

Assets

Current Assets
Cash

Accounts receivable
Food

Liquor
Supplies
Office supplies
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

Fixed Assets ’

Furniture and equipment $243,600
Less accumulated depreciation 23,678
Automobile 18,700

Less accumulated depreciation 6,400
TOTAL FIXED ASSETS

TOTAL ASSETS

 

Liabilities and Owners’ Equity

Current Liabilities

$9,322 Accounts payable $4,250
3,893 Wages payable 2,312

16,891 Sales taxes payable 1,567
9,633 Rent payable 2,000

4,540 TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES $10,129
561

$44,840 Long-Term Liabilities
Note payable 2,355

TOTAL LIABILITIES $12,484

$219,922 Owner's Equity
Capital at January 1 , 19XX $111 ,100

12,300 Net income for 19XX 153,478

$232,222 TOTAL CAPITAL $264,578

$277,062 TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL $277,062



Figure 10-4 Value Lodge Balance Sheet, December 31, 19)<><

Assets Liabilities and Owners’ Equity

Current Assets Current Liabilities
Cash $3,560 Accounts payable $2,300
Accounts receivable 2,575 Wages payable 350

Cleaning supplies 620 Sales taxes" payable 375
Office supplies 75 TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES $3,025
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS $6,830

Long-Term Liabilities

Fixed Assets Mortgage payable $993,000
Land $65,000 TOTAL LIABILITIES 996,025

Building $1,500,000
Less accumulated 0wner’s Equity

depreciation 100,000 1,400,000 Roger and Jane Goodson
Furniture and equipment 50,000 Capital at January 1, 19><X $314,467
Less accumulated Net income for 19XX $115,233

depreciation 14,285 35,715 TOTAL CAPITAL $429,700
Automobile 12,500
Less accumulated

depreciation 5,000 7,500
TOTAL FIXED ASSETS $1,508,215

TOTAL ASSETS $1,515,045 $1,515,045

 

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
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been reduced by amounts shown on the balance sheets as accumulated

depreciation.

Accumulated depreciation is a bookkeeping figure that indicates a

theoretical lessening in value of assets from the time they were pur-

chased. It should be noted that accumulated depreciation is only a

bookkeeping figure and that the real value of fixed assets——their mar-

ket value—may be either higher or lower than shown on the balance

sheet. For example, the furniture and equipment shown on the balance

sheet of the Steak Shack as having a value of $243,600 less $23,678 in

accumulated depreciation may really be worth more or less than that if

it were sold. Assets are listed at cost because it is impossible to know

their true market value unless and until they are actually sold.

liabilities

Liabilities are financial obligations to others. Stated another way, lia-

bilities indicate what the business organization owes. Liabilities are

generally incurred as a normal consequence of doing business. They

are classified as current liabilities and long-term liabilities.

current liabilities. Current liabilities are those financial obligations V

that are due to be paid within the next accounting period. On the illus-

trated balance sheets, there are several current liabilities, including

accounts payable, wages payable, sales tax payable, and rent payable.

Accounts payable refers to amounts owed to suppliers for goods and

services. Wages payable refers to wages earned by employees but not

yet paid to them. Sales tax payable refers to sales taxes collected from

customers but not yet remitted to the government agency that collects

the tax. Rent payable refers to amounts owed to a landlord for use of

the premises but not yet paid to that landlord.

long-Term liabilities. Long-term liabilities are financial obligations

due beyond the accounting period. The Steak Shack has a note

payable, and the Value Lodge has a mortgage payable. The amounts

remaining on these are shown on the illustrated balance sheets as

long-term liabilities.

owner's Equity. Owner's equity is the term used to describe an owner’s
claims to the value of assets listed on a balance sheet. The term capital

1 is sometimes used as a synonym. In the Steak Shack, capital (the

owner's claim to the assets) at the beginning of the year was $111,100.

The restaurant made a profit of $153,478 last year, and that amount is
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Figure 10-5

Steak Shack
Income Statement

added to the start-0f—year capital to arrive at the total figure of

$264,578 at the end of the year. In the Value Lodge, capital at the

beginning of the year was $14,467. The motel had net income of
$115,233 for the year, making the end—of-year capital figure $429,700.

> The Income Statement

The second important financial statement is the income statement. An

income statement shows sales (or revenues) and expenses of an orga—,

nization for a given time period. That period is normally one year, but

The Steak Shack
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 19XX

Sales

Food $853,066

Beverage 223 355
TOTAL SALES $1,076,421

Cost of Sales

Food _ $349,757

Beverages 51 ,372
TOTAL COST OF SALES 401,129

Gross Profit $675,292
Other Income 4,356:

TOTAL‘ INCOME $679,648
Controllable Expenses

Salaries and Wages $333,548
Employee Benefits 78,692
Direct Operating Expenses 45,187

Energy & Utility Services 48,341
Administrative & General 16,528

Repairs & Maintenance 8,976
TOTAL CONTROLLABLE EXPENSES $531,272

income Before Occupancy Costs,
interest, Depreciation,
and Income Taxes $148,376

Occupancy Costs 80,025
income Before Interest,

Depreciation, and income Taxes $68,351
Interest 1 ,258

Depreciation
Restaurant Profit

13,615
$53,478



Figure 10-6

Value Lodge
income Statement
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income statements can be prepared for any period of time. The income

statements of the Steak Shack and the Value Lodge are shown in fig-
ures 10.5 and 10.6.

Sales and revenue are the terms used for the income an organiza-

tion receives as a result of doing business. Expenses are the costs of

doing business. Note the differences between the income statements of

the Value Lodge and the Steak Shack. The income statement, of the
Steak Shack uses the term sales rather than revenue. This is simply a

difference in terminology and is not significant. The income statement
for the Steak Shack indicates two sources of revenue: food sales and

beverage sales. The income statement also has a section labeled cost of

The Value Lodge
Income Statement

Year Ended December 31, 19XX

Revenue

Room sales . $584,040
Miscellaneous 3 682

TOTAL REVENUE $587,722

Operating Expenses
Wages
Employee benefits
Laundry
Cleaning supplies
Uniforms

Office supplies
Repairs & maintenance

Energy costs
' Telephone

Automobile expense
Commissions
Reservation network fees
Franchise fees
Credit card fees

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

Income Before Fixed Charges
Fixed Charges

Property taxes
insurance

interest expense

Depreciation
TOTAL FIXED CHARGES

Net Income Before Income Taxes

$244,589
$343,1 83

$227,900
$1 1 5,233
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sales, in which the food and beverage costs are subtracted from total

sales to determine gross operating profit. This is customary in hospi-

tality operations whenever there are expenses that can be attributed
directly to a specific revenue source.

The Value Lodge also has two sources of revenue. The major

source is identified as room sales—income received from renting

accommodations to guests. The secondary source is identified as mis-

cellaneous income——that received from selling postcards, maps, and

food in the vending machines.

Expenses on income statements are commonly grouped into two

categories: operating (or controllable) expenses and fixed expenses,

sometimes identified as fixed charges. Operating, or controllable,

expenses are those that managers can control or change. They are

direct expenses, which tend to increase and decrease as business vol-

ume increases and decreases. These expenses include wages, laundry,

cleaning supplies, and office supplies. Fixed charges, by contrast, are

those that managers cannot change in the near term. Fixed charges

include rent, mortgage payments, and property taxes—expenses that
must be met even if the business has no sales revenue. In the Steak

Shack, fixed charges include occupancy costs, interest, and deprecia-

tion; in the Value Lodge, they include property taxes, insurance, inter-

est expense, and depreciation.

The income statements of the Steak Shack and the Value Lodge are

comparatively simple and provide useful information about financial

operations to the owners. The total dollar amount in each category
listed on an income statement can be compared with the amount

anticipated or budgeted for that category. For example, if the amount

shown for wages is higher than anticipated or budgeted, the owners

can attempt to determine a reason and take precautions to hold wages

to a lower figure in the next operating period.

If revenues exceed expenses for the period covered by an income

statement, the result is termed profit. If expenses exceed revenues for

the period, the result is termed loss. .

The value of accounting information is not limited to the spe-

cific figures listed on income statements and balance sheets. Addi-

tional useful information can be obtained by anyone willing to

spend a few moments performing some comparatively simple calcu-
lations, several of which are described below. There are literally

dozens of ratios, averages, and other figures that managers can cal-

culate from financial reports and then use to analyze business per-

formance. The following are just a few, selected to suggest the broad

range of possibilities.
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F Ratios

Ratios compare one number to another for purposes of making judg-

ments. Most students are familiar with the concept, if not the term.

For example, if there are ten questions on a test, a student who

answers eight correctly can be said to have performed well. Her ratio
of correct answers to total questions is eight to ten, written numeri-

cally as

—§— = 0.8 or 80%10

Thus we determine that the student’s grade—an evaluation of perfor-

mance—is 80 percent.

Ratios are used very commonly in hospitality operations to evalu-

ate financial performance. The following are a few of the ratios that

managers calculate and use. Note that all answers are rounded.

> Cost-to-Sales Ratios: cost Percents

FONI and Beverage COS!-I0-SBIES Ratios

The ratios of food cost to food sales and beverage cost to beverage

sales are considered very important by hospitality managers. The ratio
of food cost to food sales is also known as the food cost percentage;

the ratio of beverage cost to beverage sales is known as the beverage

cost percentage. Managers believe these two ratios, or cost percent-

ages, indicate how well these important costs are being kept under
control. Cost—to—sales ratios are calculated as follows:

cost

sales = cost — to - sales ratio, or cost percentage

For the Steak Shack, food and beverage cost—to—sales ratios are calcu-
lated as follows:

Elia‘: = food cost - to - sales ratiofood sales

——$349’757 = 0.4099; or 41.0%
$853,066

beverage cost
—-——— = beverage cost— to- sales ratio
beverage sales

$51,372
—— = 0.23, Qnr 23.0%
$223,355
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The food cost percentage is 0.4099 or 41 percent. This figure can be

compared with planned cost percentage and with industry averages for

other restaurants of that characteristic type. The beverage cost per-
centage is 0.23 or 23 percent. As in the case of the food cost percent-

age, a manager would compare it with the planned cost percentage

and might compare it with an industry average. In this instance, both

the food cost percentage and the beverage cost percentage compare

favorably with industry averages.

labor Cost-to-Sales Ratio

From figure 10.5, the dollar figure appearing on the line marked

salaries and wages is $333,548. That on the line marked employee ben-

efits is $78,692. The sum of these, $412,240, is the cost of labor for the

period. Using this figure, one can calculate a labor cost-to-sales ratio

by dividing the cost of labor by total sales, $1,076,421.

$412, 240T= 0.38297 = 38.39
$1,076,421 °

This figure, 38.3 percent, is the labor cost percentage. As with food

cost percentage, a manager would compare labor cost percentage with

that planned and with industry averages. In this case, the labor cost

percentage compares favorably with industry averages for these types
of establishments. '

Some additional ratios that can be calculated very simply using

readily available figures include the following.

other operating Ratios

Operating ratios measure overall performance in specific areas. Four

ratios commonly used in hospitality are percentage of occupancy, seat

turnover, inventory turnover, and profitability.

Percentage of occupancy. Percentage of occupancy is used in lodging

operations to express the ratio of occupied rooms to total rooms avail-
able for sale. It is calculated as follows:

occupied rooms
—j———_—————= ercenta eof occu ano
total rooms available for sale p g p y

To illustrate, we will use the Value Lodge, which has fifty rooms. On a

given night, forty of those rooms are occupied, so the percentage of

occupancy for that night is 80 percent, calculated as follows:
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40 occupied rooms—m:___ = 0,8 = 80°
. 50 rooms available for sale A

Lodging operations normally determine the percentage of occu-

pancy each night. Managers then make comparisons with their per-
centages of occupancy the same night the previous week and the same

night the previous year. By doing so, they are able to make some gen-
eral assessment about the state of business for that one night com-

pared with other nights. In some major cities, night managers in the
major hotels normally exchange information about percentages of
occupancy so that managers of the properties can compare their per-

centages of occupancy to those of their competitors.

Seat Turnover. Seat turnover relates the number of diners served in a

given time period to the number of seats available in the dining room.
Viewed another way, it indicates the average number of customers

served per seat in the time period. Often called turns in the hospitality
industry, it is calculated as follows: I

number of diners served
. _ = seat turnover

number of seats available for dlners

In the Steak Shack, with one hundred tables seating 250 persons,

the number of customers served on a given Friday night was 575. Seat

turnover for that night is calculated as follows:

575 diners served A
————:,—_—— = 2.8 turns
250 seats avallable for dlners

Foodservice managers often keep records of the number of turns

so that comparisons can be made between days and dates.

Inventory Turnover. Inventory turnover ratio measures the rate at

which inventories are used up and replaced during an operating

period. The ratio is calculated as follows:

cost of goods sold
_ = inventory turnover ratio

average Inventory

For the Steak Shack, there are two inventory turnover ratios to cal-

culate: one for food, the other for beverage. Food inventory turnover

rate is calculated as follows: '

cost of food sold
?—_————- = inventory turnover rate
average Inventory
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The inventory figures from the balance sheet of the Steak Shack

are shown as $16,891 for food and $9,633 for beverages. We will

assume that these represent the average inventories of the restaurant.

Costs are shown on the income statement as $349,757 for food and

$51,372 for beverage. Given this information, the inventory turnover
rates would be calculated as follows:

fig= 20.71 food inventory turnover rate
$16,891

fig = 5.33 beverage inventory turnover ra’e
$9,633

The food inventory rate is 20.71 times per year or just under two

times per month. This ratio would be considered about right for many

restaurants. Because food is perishable, it should be used up and

replaced about every other week.

The beverage inventory turnover rate is 5.33 per year or about

every other month. Except for beer, alcoholic beverages are not consid-

ered perishable. Therefore, it is not uncommon for foodservice estab-

lishments to have large liquor inventories. This is particularly true for
those that stock fine wines.

Profitability Ratios. Profitability ratios are said to measure the efficiency

of organizations. They are very important to both investors and man-

agers because they are an indication of the quality of management.

One important ratio is return on sales. _

Return on sales, or net profit margin, shows the portion of each

sales dollar that an organization earns as a profit. It varies consider-

ably from one type of business to another. Return on sales is calculated
as follows:

3 profit = return on sales
sales

For the Steak Shack, it is calculated as follows:

$53, 478

EWZ1 = return on sales

= 0.04968 or 5.0%

For the Value Lodge, it is calculated as follows:

$115,233—?=o.19eo67 19.6”
$587,722 or /"
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The ratio for the current year can be compared with those for prior

years and with industry averages. For the Steak Shack, the ratio is

probably somewhat lower than the owner would like; for the Value

Lodge, many would consider it to be reasonable for that type of prop-

erty.

F Averages

In addition to ratios, owners and managers of foodservice and lodging

operations commonly use various averages to evaluate business opera-

tions. An arithmetic average, the kind most commonly used, is deter-

mined by adding a series of figures to obtain a total, then dividing that

total by the number of figures it includes. Suppose, for example, one

wanted to determine the average grade earned by a student whose

scores on four quizzes were 68, 82, 88, and 90. To determine the arith-

metic average,’ one would add the scores on all quizzes and divide by
the number of scores.

68 + 82 + 88 + 90 = 328 total of all scores

328 total of all scores
= 82 average score4 scores

Two of the most common arithmetic averages in hospitality opera-

tions are average sale per customer in restaurants and average rate per

occupied room in hotels.

Average sale PEI‘ CIISIOIIIEI‘

Average sale per customer is calculated by dividing total dollar sales
for a given time period by the number of customers served in that

period.

“total dollar sales
—————j = average sale per customernumber of customers

In the Steak Shack, for example, total sales on_ a given day were

$3,150.40. The number of customers served on the day was 220. There-

fore, the average sale per customer on that day was $14.32, calculated
as follows:

$3,150.40 total sales

220 customers = $14.32 average sale per customer
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AVEIZQE Rate per 0CCll|)iEd ROOIII

Average rate per occupied room is calculated by dividing the room

revenue for a given period by the number of rooms occupied in that

period.

total room revenue
———-T = average rate per occupied room
number of rooms occupied

In the Value Lodge, total room revenue for a given night was $1,640,

and 40 rooms were occupied. Average rate per occupied room was

$41.00, calculated as follows:

$1,640 room revenue

40 Occupied rooms = $41.00 average rate per occupied room

A variety of useful averages can easily be calculated, and many

hospitality managers do so regularly. Some of the possibilities include

average sale per waiter, average rate per guest, average food sale, and

average beverage sale, among others.

Accounting is generally described as "the language of business,”

and hospitality managers should have more than a passing knowledge

of the subject. Accounting questions are major concerns in operations

management, and managers of hospitality establishments must be pre-

pared to make full use of accounting information in making critical

decisions about operations management.

%”’“”“§?"§i‘3§“?;??~§‘?s’§"“
A 1 V l rfi, _ K52 , R, k

I  £§’

Budgeting is a necessary element in business operations. A budget is a

financial plan developed for a period in the future. Therefore, a budget

can be viewed as a manager's attempt to project future financial per-

formance. Successful businesses need to look ahead and make specific

plans to reach revenue targets while keeping expenses within certain

predetermined bounds. Without financial planning, management is

leaving the future health of a business to chance.

There are various types of budgets, including operating budgets,

capital budgets, sales budgets, advertising budgets, and cash flow bud-

gets. For a hospitality manager, the most important of these is likely to

be the operating budget.
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> operating Budget

An operating budget is a financial plan for generating a given amount

of revenue at a given level of expenditure in a coming period. Operat-

ing budgets are usually based on income statements from the most

recent operating periods. Normally, one assumes that past perfor-
mance is the best indicator of future performance and that the enter-

prise will continue to operate more or less as it has been operating. If
one could assume no change of any kind, then a recent income state-

ment could be adopted as a future budget. However, there are always

changes being planned and trends becoming evident. Changes include

rewriting a menu, increasing the number of servers in a dining room,

and raising menu prices or room rates to offset increasing costs.
Trends include increases or decreases in sales revenue due to the open-

ing or closing of other hotels or restaurants in the area, or, in the case
of restaurants, to increases or decreases in the number of people living

in the surrounding area. The manager of the Steak Shack, for example,
has noted that the number of customers has been increasing at

approximately 5 percent per year, a figure that matches the increase in

population in the neighborhood the restaurant serves.

One element in budgeting is to identify tomorrow’s changes and

trends today because they will obviously affect tomorrow’s revenues

and expenses. The more difficult element is to quantify the changes
and trends—to identify the net effect in dollars that these changes and

trends will have on various categoriespof revenue and expense. In the
budgeting process, managers attempt to project the effects all changes
will have on each. T

Figure 10.7 illustrates a budget for the Value Lodge for the coming
year. Before preparing it, Roger and Janet Goodson analyzed revenues
and expenses for the year just ending, then identified changes antici-

pated in the coming year—such items as the normal affect of inflation
on expenses, planned increases in hourly wages for employees, an
increase in reservation network fees, and a decrease in local real estate

taxes reported in the local newspaper.

The Goodsons plan to increase wages to the staff by 10 percent,

which will increase the expenses for both wages and employee benefits

(which is normally a percentage of wages). They anticipate that most

other operating expenses will increase by approximately 4 percent,

except for reservation network fees, which are expected to rise by 10

percent. The remaining three operating expenses—commissions, fees
to franchisor, and credit card fees—are expected to remain the same
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Figure 10-?

Value Lodge

Budget

The Value Lodge
Budget

Year Beginning January 1, 19XX

Revenue

Room sales $613,242
Miscellaneous 3,682

Total Revenue $616,924

Operating Expenses '

Wages
Employee benefits
Laundry
Cleaning supplies
Uniforms

Office supplies
Repairs & maintenance

Energy costs
Telephone
Automobile expense
Reservation network fees
Commissions
Fees to franchisor
Credit card fees

Total Operating Expenses $258,498
Income before Fixed Charges $358,426
Fixed Charges

Property taxes
Insurance

Interest expense

Depreciation
Total Fixed Charges $236,862

Net Income Before Income Taxes $121,564

percentage of revenue. Fixed charges are expected to remain the same,

except for property taxes, which will decrease by 3 percent, and insur-

ance costs, which will increase by $10,000. Next, having considered the

general overall increase in expenses, the Goodsons have decided to

increase room rates by 5 percent. Finally, they have quantified these

changes and prepared the budget shown in figure 10.7.

Once an operating budget has been prepared, managers and others ‘

who need to purchase supplies and hire personnel have a guideline for

doing so. The guideline is the budget. For example, once the budget
has been prepared for the Value Lodge, the Goodsons have a budgeted

figure for employees’ wages for the year—a figure to be used as the
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guide for spending in that category for the period. From that budgeted

figure, the Goodsons will be able to determine the number of house-

keepers and other employees they can have on the payroll.

Without budgets, managers have limited means of assessing

whether or not operations are progressing satisfactorily and whether

or not financial objectives are likely to be reached. Budgets are very

important to operations managers, so those intending to follow careers

in hospitality management must have some reasonable level of knowl-

edge of this important subject and be prepared to develop and work

within budgets throughout their careers.

 
Cost control activities are very important to managers in hospitality

operations. Cost control is the process of regulating costs and guarding

against excessive costs.

Managers need to know the costs of the hospitality service prod-

ucts they sell to customers and guests. For example, a hotel manager

needs to know the total cost of preparing a vacated hotel room for

the next guest. There are many elements to that total cost, including

the wages of the housekeeper who will clean the room and the costs

of the bed linen, bath linen, soap, and various other supplies that go

into it. Restaurant managers need to know the costs of the ingredi-

ents in the menu items theyprepare so that suitable prices can be

established and printed in menus. Some need to know the labor cost

of preparing standard quantities of particular menu items.

Determining these costs, as well as many others, is part of the cost
accounting activity that take place daily in hospitality operations. It is

important that these costs be known before sales prices are established

for hospitality service products. The costs associated with cleaning and

maintaining a hotel room clearly should be known before one sets

room rates. And the costs of food and beverage items on menus should

be established before setting menu prices. One example will suffice.
One of the items on the lunch menu at the Steak Shack is a char-

coal—broiled hamburger served on a sliced, sesame seed bun. The stan-

dard portion size for a hamburger is 6 ounces. Hamburgers are made

from ground chuck, which is purchased at $2.40 per pound. Ham-

burger buns are purchased fresh daily at $1.50 per dozen.

The cost of the 6 ounce hamburger is $.90, determined by dividing

16 ounces into the $2.40 cost per pound to find the $.15 cost per

ounce, then multiplying by 6 ounces in each portion.
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$2.40 cost per poundT—————: = .15 t
16 ounces in each pound $ COS per Ounce

$.15 cost per ounce X 6 ounces per portion = $.90 cost per portion

The cost of the bun is $.125, determined by dividing the cost of the

' dozen, $1.50, by the number of buns in the dozen, 12.

$1.50 cost per dozen = .125 b
12 buns per dozen $ 99.’ Un

Thus the basic food cost per portion for the hamburger and bun is:

hamburger $.90
bun O. 1 2 5

total $ 1 .025

To this, one would add the costs of any other items accompanying

the hamburger—ketchup, mustard, pickles, and so on—to determine
the total cost of the item. If the other items are assumed to cost

$.225, the total cost of the item would be $1.25.

It should be obvious that any foodservice operator should know the

basic cost of every item on a menu before setting menu sales prices. If

the hamburger above is listed on the menu at $1.50, the cost of the food

alone will use up all but $.25 of the sale price. However, if the item can

be priced at $2.50, the sales price will be twice the food cost.

In the first case, food cost percent would be 83.3 percent, calcu-
lated as

food cost $1.25 = 0.833 = 83.3"/
sales price $1 .50 0

In the second, food cost percent would be 50 percent, calculated as

food cost $1 -.25 = 0.5 = 50.0"/
sales price $2.50 0

Once the portion cost for an item has been determined, the man-

ager has a responsibility to control the cost of all portions of that item

prepared in the kitchen. In general, this means that the manager must

establish procedures aimed at regulating portion costs and guarding

against excessive costs. Those procedures should ensure that

1. purchases of specified ingredients of specified quality are

made in appropriate quantities and at proper prices in a timely
manner;
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2. foods purchased are received, stored, and issued under secure
conditions and in a manner that will preserve their quality

until they are needed for production; and

3. food production is accomplished with minimal waste and

results in appropriate numbers of portions of correct quality

and quantity, prepared according to specific recipes.

For example, the manager of the facility in the Mountain Bank

mustilimit the spending for food purchases to the amount specified in

the budget. This requirement has led her to take a number of steps

aimed at controlling the cost of hamburgers. These include

1. specifying that the only beef to be used for hamburgers will be
ground chuck, U.S. Choice, with fat content not to exceed 20
percent;

2. estimating the amount of ground chuck needed each week and

ordering only enough for one week at a time; '

3. seeing that beef is moved to refrigerated storage immediately
after it is received and that it is stored securely and under

proper conditions until needed; and

4. installing a machine to make hamburger patties that features a
dial to control the number of ounces per hamburger.

Many operations managers devote considerable amounts of time
to setting up and overseeing extensive procedures for keeping costs
under control. Cost control is of critical concern to operations man-

agers in this industry, so anyone intending to pursuea career as a hos-
pitality manager must have considerable understanding-of the subject

and be prepared to establish and maintain control over costs at every

stage of that career.

 
In the hospitalityindustry today, computers are of critical importance

to operations managers. Operations managers are using and relying on

computer systems principally because they provide the kinds of infor-
mation and types of control measures that owners and managers

require to help insure efficient operation. In fact, it is becoming diffi-
cult to find a hospitality operation of consequence that lacks some type

of computer system.
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Figure 10-8

Layout of the Steak Shack, showing the elements of the restaurants computer
system, with terminals and workstations at several key locations: manager's office,
dining room, bar, and kitchen.
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At this point, it will be useful to describe the computer system used

in the Steak Shack. It is typical of many found in foodservice opera-

tions today. Figure 10.8 is the floor plan of the restaurant showing the

following system components linked together on a network:

1. In manager’s office, a large capacity microcomputer used as a

file server, which is the hub of any computer network

2. Terminals with keypads and printers at two servers’ stations

3. One microcomputer with monitor and printer at the manager’s
desk

4. Remote printers at service stations at the front bar and at the
cooks’ station

Operations proceed along the following lines. Servers arriving for

work change into uniforms, then proceed to their side stands in the

dining room. On each of the two side stands is a small terminal with

keypad and printer that dining room personnel use to log in. In other

words, they record their arrival or work much as they would with a tra-

ditional time clock. Other personnel log in at the terminal in the man-

ager’s office.

Guests enter by the front door and leave their coats in the coat-

room. They are seated by the dining room manager, who leaves menus

at the table. Servers greet the guests and take their orders for drinks;

the orders are written on ordinary white pads rather than on guest

checks. Each server proceeds to a terminal and opens an account in

computer memory. This account is equivalent to a guest check. The

process requires that the server enter his personal code, the table num-

ber, the number of guests, and a special code used for creating a new

account. With the account opened, the server uses a numerical code to

enter the customers’ orders for drinks. This information, together with

the time of the order, is stored in computer memory. The computer has

been programmed with correct prices for each drink.

The system is programmed to send the recorded drink orders to

the service station at the front bar. There, the bartender gets the drink

orders on a remote printer. The hard copy provided by the remote

printer is an order for the bartender to prepare the drinks. This hard

copy includes the server number, table number, and order time.

The bartender removes the hard copy of the order from the printer

and places it on the tray with the prepared drinks, thus eliminating

questions about which drinks are for which server and what time the

orders were entered. At the appropriate time, the server follows similar

procedures for placing food orders. With different codes used for foods
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and drinks, the computer is programmed to send food orders to the

remote printers at the cooks’ station. All menu items ordered are

stored in memory, but the only items appearing on the remote printer

at any specific preparation station are those appropriate to that sta-
tion. Thus food order are not sent to the service bar, and orders for cof-

fee, handled by the servers themselves, do not appear on any remote

printers.

After a diner has finished his or her meal, the server obtains a

guest check by going to the terminal and printer at the side stand and

requesting one. With this system, the guest check is a hard copy of the
data stored in the computer, accessed by table and server number. This

hard copy is removed from the printer and given to the diner. In the
Steak Shack, each server acts as a "cashier for his own checks, and set-

tlement for each check is recorded at the terminal as the server

receives cash or a credit card.

At the end of a shift, the server reports to the manager’s office to

turn in the cash, checks, and credit card vouchers for his or her sales.

The manager uses his terminal to print out summary data showing

charge and cash sales for that particular server. He collects the appro-

priate amount of cash and all charge vouchers_from the server. The
totals collected from each must obviously equal the amounts recorded

on the print out. Finally, each server logs out, using the manager’s ter-

minal, before changing out of uniform and leaving the premises.

At the end of the day, the manager obtains a detailed breakdown of

the day’s business on a computer printout. The system provides con-

siderable information, including total dollar sales categorized into

cash sales and charge sales, with the charge sales divided by type of

credit card; total dollar sales separated into food sales and beverage

sales, with the food sales broken down into dollar sales by menu cate-

gory and by individual menu item; average dollar sale per customer,

per server, per seat, per table, and per hour; seat turnover; number of

orders of each hospitality item sold; total dollar sales per hour; sales in

any category for the period to date; total payroll cost for the day, for

any part of the day, or for the period to date; and a vast amount of hos-

pitality cost data.

Using this system, the manager of the Steak Shack can monitor

operations as the day progresses. Such data as gross sales volume,

number of customers served, number of checks outstanding, number

of portions of particular items sold, and any number of other possibili-

ties may be of special interest at given times throughout the day.

Because computer systems are of such importance in operations

management, hospitality managers should have reasonable knowledge
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of computer operations. Any hospitality manager should be prepared

to take full advantage of the capacity of the systems available in today’s

hospitality environment. M '

From the foregoing, it should be apparent that marketing, human

resources management, accounting, budgeting, cost control, and com-

puters all play important roles in hospitality operations management.

Those planning careers in hospitality management should develop

their knowledge of the topics discussed in this chapter and learn as

much as possible about additional subjects and complex topics that

can best be covered in the more advanced courses commonly offered

in hospitality management programs.

 
In this chapter, operations management is defined as the day—to—day

activities that managers engage in to achieve the goals of the opera-

tions they manage. The four functions of management—planning, orga-

nizing, directing, and controlling——are identified as primary skills

required by operating managers. Marketing, human resources, account-

ing, budgeting, cost control, and computers are described as key areas

in operations management. Examples from the Steak Shack, the

Mountain Bank staff dining room, and the Value Lodge facility illus-

trate these six key areas of operations management and provide a

sense of the day—to—day work that consumes much of the time of a hos-

pitality manager.

Accounting Labor Cost Percentage

Accounting Cycle Liabilities

Advertising Long-Term Liability

Arithmetic Average Marketing

Asset Merchandising

Average Rate per Occupied Room Operating Budget

Average Sale per Customer Operations Management

Beverage Cost Percentage Organizing

Budget Personal Selling

Computer Place

Controlling Planning
Cost Control Price

Current Asset Product

Current Liability Promotion
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Directing Public Relations

Expense Ratio

Financial Accounting Recruiting
Fixed Asset Return on Sales

Food Cost Percentage Revenue

Human Resources Management Sales

Income Statement Sales Promotion

Inventory Turnover Seat Turnover

Job Description

."

.®.0‘.4>.0°!\7

‘Training

Define the term operations management.

Define the term planning as used in management.

What does the term organizing mean?

List the six steps in the organizing process.

What does the term reporting structure refer to?

What are some possible consequences of failure to follow the practice

known as unity of command?

What is an organization chart?

What does the term directing mean?

What does the term control mean?

List and discuss the four steps in the control process.

Define marketing as used in hospitality operations.

List and describe the four elements of marketing.

List five factors taken into consideration in establishing menu prices.

List and describe five types of promotional activities.

Define the term human resources management.

What does the term recruiting mean in hospitality?

What is a job description?

List and discuss the three parts of a job description.

Identify ten possible sources from which human resources personnel

can recruit applicants for employment.



20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.
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List and discuss the seven basic steps that constitute a standard

procedure for selecting the best candidate for employment.

Identify three principal elements that should be included in a basic

orientation for new employees.

Identify three important steps taken by management to enhance

employee safety in the workplace. '

How is accounting defined in the chapter?

Identify the two major financial statements derived from accounting

records and list the principal parts of each.

Define the following terms:
asset

current asset

fixed asset

liability

current liability

long—term liability

owner's equity
income statement
revenue

expense

profit
loss

'_?~"'_"_'.3'¢.Q-"‘.‘D.Q-S7.O'.9’
identify the formula for calculating each of the following:
a. food cost-to—sales ratio

b. beverage cost-to—sales ratio
c. ' labor cost-to—sales ratio

d. percentage of occupancy

Given the following information, determine seat turnover for the Steak
Shack for March 15: number of diners—900; number of seats

available for diners—250.

identify each of the following:

a. inventory turnover
b. return on sales

c. average sale per customer

d. average rate per occupied room

What is a budget?
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30.

81.

32.

Discuss the importance of cost control to the management of a

hospitality operation.

Determine the portion cost for each of the following:

a. 5 ounce portion of tomato juiceif tomato juice is purchased in 46

ounce cans costing $1.38 each.

b. 1 order of toast consisting of two slices of bread from a loaf of 24

slices costing $1.44, plus one ounce of butter purchased at $1.60

per pound.

c. 1 order consisting of 2 eggs and 3 strips of bacon if eggs cost

$.96 per dozen and bacon costs $3.36 per pound, and each

pound consists of 16 strips.

Identify the benefits that computers provide for hospitality operations
managers.

You are the assistant manager of a fine—dining restaurant located in a

midsize city. The chef has developed two new entrees that are unique

and exciting. You have been asked by the manager to suggest ways

of promoting these new entrees. Make a list of those you would

suggest, explaining each in as much detail as possible.

You have just been hired as the front office manager for a two hundred

room motel. During your first day on the job, you notice that the

procedure for selling rooms is performed differently by each desk _
clerk. Some clerks explain which types of rooms are available and the

rates for each, and then ask which type of room the guest would

prefer. Others offer only the highest rates and suggest lower rated
room only if the prospective guest refuses the highest rated room. Still
others offer only the lowest rates in an attempt to sell as many rooms

as possible. How do you deal with this problem?

Write a job description for the most recent full—time or part—time job

you have held.

Go to a nearby restaurant or hotel. Interview a supervisor to learn in
detail about the work he does, then write a job description for the job.
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